Families of wealth and their businesses have long considered privacy and reputation as one of their most important assets. However, in today’s digital and information age, broader and more sophisticated threats are on the landscape. Reputation can be attacked and privacy undermined with increasing speed and severity.

Private and Confidential: The Cyber Security Report, a research publication released in November 2017 which analysed data from 121 individuals around the world. The study, completed by Campden Wealth, in partnership with Schillings, aimed to look at the risks facing international families in a hyper connected and complex world. A majority of research participants came from single family offices (SFOs) and multigenerational family businesses, with an average family wealth of $1.1 billion.

The report was published as the world’s media covered the so-called Paradise Papers leak, in which more than 13 million files were stolen from two offshore service providers and the business registries of 19 tax jurisdictions.

Why such a study now? Rod Christie-Miller, chief executive and partner at Schillings, sees lots of deliberate attacks on families and their businesses by those opposed to them.

“Whether they are blackmailers, disgruntled family members, business or political rivals, lots of people with an agenda are seeking stolen or private information to gain an advantage.”

So what are some of the threats? It is important to understand it is not just big institutions which are vulnerable. While cyber-attacks on the likes of eBay, the UK’s National Health Service and Target made for considerable headlines; cyber-attacks targeting family offices are happening too. More than a quarter (28%) of all respondents surveyed said their family or business had experienced a cyber-attack. This rises to a notable 41% in North America.

Phishing was the most commonly reported form of cyber-attack (77%), followed by ransomware (37%), malware (30%) and social engineering (23%). When examining the nature behind the loss or theft of private and confidential information, more than half (54%) of incidents reported were deemed to be malicious. Almost one-third (31%) were considered insider threats (employees intentionally leaking confidential information) or accidental occurrences (8%).

The report highlights the importance of considering what information on a family exists in the public domain. Cyber criminals regularly make use of publicly available information to improve the success rate of a social engineering campaign. Yet the study also revealed 51% of respondents have never audited, or do not know if they have audited, their publicly available information, and 66% have never corrected or removed publicly available data relating to the family or business.

“Reputation and privacy are now more fragile and more easily destroyed than ever before,” Christie-Miller says. “The speed of dissemination means stories work their way into the grain of the internet very quickly.”

With a greater awareness of “fake news” and a wide variety of social media channels which can fan the flames of slander, libel, rumour or misinformation this is another area of concern for the reputation conscious family or business. Unfortunately, the information rising to the top is not necessarily the information that is the most factual.

Even supposedly friendly parties, such as commercial partners and banks, are now using reputation to assess whether they want to do business with a family. Nobody would want their reputation assessed on either inaccurate or false information but sometimes it takes monitoring and action to ensure this outcome does not happen.

Yet 84% of those surveyed either agreed or somewhat agreed it is possible for a family to live its life and practice its business affairs privately. Furthermore, virtually all (98%) those surveyed cited reputation as being important to their success.

The importance international families place on protecting private and confidential information is also changing. The top reported triggers causing this shift include a greater societal awareness of privacy related issues (66%), and families’ and businesses’ growing media exposure (39%). In North America this seems to be more about greater societal awareness of the issue while in emerging markets it was down to increased financial or government intervention into public affairs.

So how prepared is the family office community and what safeguards are in place? Just over half (52%) of
attacks. An organisation through phishing or ransomware can prevent the most common ways of penetrating an attack. Cyber security awareness training and business’ first line of defence against a cyber-attack. Cyber security should be a board or head of family level issue, and not left to the IT department.”

Questions every family principal, family office and family business executive should be asking regularly, include:

- How do we know if we have ever suffered a cyber-attack, and what monitoring is in place to detect a live or historic cyber-attack?
- Have we ever independently tested our IT firewall via a penetration test and, if so, when?
- What steps are we taking to strengthen our human firewall, such as cyber security awareness training to protect against phishing attacks?
- Who has what information on the family and where is that information going, particularly in instances where there is no senior or independent oversight.
- When did we last rehearse our incident response plan, and are we clear on who will do what in a crisis?

What about the practical steps international families can take to safeguard their reputation and privacy? The report makes six key recommendations:

01 Cyber security should be a board or head of family level issue and not left to the IT department. It is often mischaracterised as an IT issue and this can result in IT departments effectively marking their own homework, especially in instances where there is no senior or independent oversight.

02 Further investment in establishing a human firewall will strengthen a family office’s or family business’ first line of defence against a cyber-attack. Cyber security awareness training and two-actor authentication are cost effective yet can prevent the most common ways of penetrating an organisation through phishing or ransomware attacks.

03 It is time to get interested in your publicly available data and correct inaccuracies or remove untrue information. The more people know about you, the more they can engineer an organised attack. When information on public databases is incorrect or out-of-date, it can prevent your ability to conduct business, access capital or conduct banking.

04 Include an incident response plan as part of your cyber security plan. Being prepared so you can act swiftly can make all the difference, because you do not have time to wait around and discuss what to do in the event of a cyber-attack. You need a plan in place that is rehearsed so everyone knows their role and you know who to call.

05 In the event your data is stolen as part of a cyber-attack, there are measures you can take to minimise the fall-out. Digital forensic investigations can be conducted to try to identify the perpetrator so you can take appropriate legal action. There are also legal remedies, including obtaining interim injunctions, to stop the proliferation of the stolen data online. This applies both to confidential business information, as well as personal and/or private information, such as photographs.

06 If the stolen data is leaked online, do not assume the battle is lost. Provided you act quickly and decisively, it is possible to have the data taken down; thereby allowing you to take back control of your data.

"Amid a rising number of high-profile cyber-attacks, families are failing to see such attacks as a threat to their privacy and reputation; despite the fact they can result in blackmail, extortion and smear campaigns,” Christie-Miller says. There is a fine line between complacency and confidence. The link between private and confidential information being stolen, and the impact this can have on privacy and reputation, is not being made, he continues. “With only a third of respondents undertaking internal cyber security awareness training, and with phishing the most cited cause of cyber-attack, international families need to invest further in their human firewalls, alongside their technical firewalls, while taking a greater interest in their publicly available data before someone else does.”

Participant views...

“We instruct our staff not to open any emails that look suspicious to them. The breaches that we’ve heard of occurred this way.”

Family office executive, North America

“We will get hacked. We will one day be caught—because it is just inevitable.”

Family office executive, Europe

Campden Wealth is the leading independent provider of information, education and networking (in print, in person, online and via research) for multigenerational family business owners and family offices globally.

Your reputation and privacy are paramount, so when it comes to a crisis or an ongoing need, there is no room for doubt. When there is a crisis, Schillings will run point for you by deploying their combined experience in intelligence, investigations, cyber, risk and law to zero in on the source of your problem and fix it. Rod Christie-Miller is a partner at Schillings and the firm’s chief executive.
EROSION OF TRUST IN FAMILY CONFLICTS

"Family quarrels are bitter things. They don't go according to any rules. They're not like aches or wounds; they're more like splits in the skin that won't heal because there's not enough material" - Scott Fitzgerald

The intersection of trust is at the heart of all relationships. A family contains an emotional vault of family emotions, stress, and conflict and the dynamics of the family extend into the hearts, minds, wellbeing and success of the professionals and friends who support the family.

A 2012 Harvard Business Review study revealed that 70% of family-owned businesses fail before the second generation ever got a chance to take over from the wealth creators. The Harvard study found that the legacy of high net worth families is more often eroded by such issues due to lack of trust that leads to family feuds, oversized egos, negative emotions or poor communication for example. Many successful families do overcome such obstacles by shifting the family dialogue from solely related to building wealth to building strong bonds built upon trust within the family.

Families are among the safest of social systems, yet they can be among the most intense. We often observe the agony of family conflicts, in part because we have comfort that we can say or do anything as our family will still love us. That is often not the reality.

Wealthy families, who appear from the outside to have everything, may yearn for that which they do not have, or cannot seem to create even with their wealth, namely a close, functional, multi-generational family.

Families may fight over a divorce, marriage, sale of an asset or whether to stay in business together. These are typical scenarios where trust has been eroded that give rise to the challenges that threaten the family's fabric of shared values and common experience.

The use of emotional control is perhaps the strongest and most damaging weapon that impacts families when there is conflict. Underlying control is the absence of an "I win- you win "relationship, as it lacks a deep foundation of trust.

Trust is the cornerstone of all relationships. It is the act of placing confidence in someone or something else. Without trust, fear rules. While there are many other challenges and interventions to overcome them, addressing trust is often core to managing a family conflict.

Certain life experiences can impact a person's ability to trust others. Family can often be the people closest to you or the ones that can inflict the deepest emotional wounds. Broken trust within a family can be devastating and hinder the functionality of the family unit.

When trust is not present, relationships may suffer. What are the common signs and symptoms of trust issues? A fundamental assumption is that everyone has uncertainty about whom to trust, how much to trust or when not to trust. Every day we each make decisions on questions of trust, and at times we are more willing to trust than other times. A total lack of mistrust of everyone would indicate a serious psychological problem, so it is a good thing that we make trust decisions all the time, since our judgments about trust, help keep us safe and alive.

Within a family, there are signs that there may be excessive mistrust such as:

1. A total lack of intimacy or friendship due to mistrust,
2. Mistrust that interferes with one's primary relationship, e.g. a spouse,
3. Several intensely dramatic and stormy relationships either at the same time or sequentially between siblings, parent-child or even spouses,
4. Constant thoughts of suspicion or anxiety about family and friends,
5. Terror during physical intimacy, and
6. A belief that others are deceptive and malevolent without real evidence.

Mistrust can play a significant role within a family especially if past betrayals or disappointments are at the core of the issue. Parents abandoning children in their moment of need can be devastating with lifetime consequences.

Trust issues can arise based upon experiences and interactions in childhood, for example, if one did not receive adequate nurturing, affection or acceptance. If, as an adolescent one experienced social rejection within a family by being treated as an outcast, or as an adult, a loved one was lost, there may be issues with trusting others to feel safe and secure.

Relationships fall primarily because of a lack of loyalty, or lack of honest communication and mutuality, due to lack or loss of trust.

Fortunately, one can learn to trust again.

So how is trust built and maintained in family relationships? Once broken trust must be rebuilt incrementally. We must demonstrate that we are trustworthy in small things and then build on the newly woven threads of trust. Building trust takes time, patience and forgiveness on the part of both parties to the relationship.

There are four critical factors in ensuring trust resides in a relationship:

1. Values- a common set of values and a willingness to respect those that do not overlap is essential that contribute to a mutual recognition of priorities that reduces dissension.
2. Integrity- the predictability of honesty and consistency
3. Mutuality- this refers to working as a family within the relationships and is critical to sustained trust.
4. Commitment-loyalty is important so that the relationships efforts are not in vain

The following are techniques that can be deployed to build trust:

• Being authentic and honest
• Communicating effectively, using clarity and active listening
• Controlling impulsive decision making; check with others
• Being reliable; fulfilling shared expectations
• Admitting mistakes and forgiving the mistakes of others
• Doing the right thing; step to the side of others
• Avoid self-promotion; seek collaborative approaches
• Express yourself; be clear, respect the needs and interests of others

Trust can ebb or flow over time, so continuing to adjust and commit to a relationship is important to receive back trust, respect and love in return. In summary, addressing trust issues is crucial to securing a family's legacy.

Family quarrels can result in positive outcomes if family members seek to build on the underlying trust that defines a successful family.

The authors of this article are three Co-Founders of SLG: Dayle E. Spencer, JD, Principal, and William J. Spencer, Principal, and Andrew S. Kane, OBE PhD, Senior Advisor. The Spencer Legacy Group is a national boutique practice of experienced professionals who work with high net worth families in confidential and effective ways in the field of wealth psychology.

www.SpencerLegacyGroup.com
**FACING FAMILY DYNAMICS**

**FOUR WAYS FAMILIES GET INTO TROUBLE**

Working with family, even on philanthropy, has its challenges. Even the most successful families experience misunderstandings, disagreements, and power struggles. Whenever a family must make decisions together about money—whether it’s making money, keeping money, or giving it away—it can get tricky. Emotions run high, and family members may react or revert back to long-established roles and patterns of behaviour.

Family dynamics are something that all families face, particular families of wealth. If not kept in check, these dynamics can, at best, hinder good decision-making, and at worst, cause rifts that leave families in a state of disrepair.

Here are four family dynamics and quick tips to mitigate them.

1. **Family roles and generational differences hinder family members from seeing and treating each other as individuals.**

   Parents may always think of their adult children as "children," and maintain that position of authority well into their elder years. Children may feel their parents are living in a different world and will never understand them, or that they don't have a voice. Siblings can rival from an early age and are especially sensitive to unequal distribution systems.

   What can family offices do? While there may not be much you can do as a member of staff to change deeply entrenched dynamics (nor would you want to involve an outside expert who is skilled with family succession-related issues who can coach the founder and the successors before the transition).

   In family enterprises, one of the most significant concerns people have is how to pass leadership to the next generation. In spite of the fears, some families choose to delay or avoid preparing the next generation for their future roles. Without a plan in place, a family may make decisions arbitrarily, causing tension, resentment or frustration among family members. For family leaders, passing on the charge to another often younger family member is often about sustaining the values, principles and vision of the founder and family. Older family members may have a hard time letting go of authority (usually called founders' syndrome)—leading other family members to feel they don't have a voice.

   Debate and disagreement among family can be a healthy way to learn from each other and improve communication. What’s not healthy is repeated debate and disagreement caused by a troubled family member. This individual may have personal issues that affect the way he or she relates to the rest of the family—such as wealth-related issues, personality challenges, mental health disorders, addiction, and more. Examples of troubled behaviour include: spreading misinformation, repeatedly disrupting or manipulating conversation, verbally attacking or giving the silent treatment, and thwarting the family’s otherwise normal discussions.

   What can family offices do? Family offices should be prepared to address the problems caused by a troublesome family member and create preventative measures. Be sure to have good governance set up including ground rules for meetings, the family’s expectations for all members, and policies on term limits and removal from family discussions when needed. Keep in mind: Dealing with a troubled family member is not something to go alone. This can be dangerous territory, and you don't want to get caught in the middle. Hire an outside professional who is skilled in family dynamics who may help.

   3. **Founders of the family philanthropy have a hard time planning for succession or passing control to the next generation.**

   In family enterprises, one of the most significant concerns people have is how to pass leadership to the next generation. In spite of the fears, some families choose to delay or avoid preparing the next generation for their future roles. Without a plan in place, a family may make decisions arbitrarily, causing tension, resentment or frustration among family members. For family leaders, passing on the charge to another often younger family member is often about sustaining the values, principles and vision of the founder and family. Older family members may have a hard time letting go of authority (usually called founders’ syndrome)—leading other family members to feel they don't have a voice.

   Debate and disagreement among family can be a healthy way to learn from each other and improve communication. What’s not healthy is repeated debate and disagreement caused by a troubled family member. This individual may have personal issues that affect the way he or she relates to the rest of the family—such as wealth-related issues, personality challenges, mental health disorders, addiction, and more. Examples of troubled behaviour include: spreading misinformation, repeatedly disrupting or manipulating conversation, verbally attacking or giving the silent treatment, and thwarting the family’s otherwise normal discussions.

   What can family offices do? Family offices should be prepared to address the problems caused by a troublesome family member and create preventative measures. Be sure to have good governance set up including ground rules for meetings, the family’s expectations for all members, and policies on term limits and removal from family discussions when needed. Keep in mind: Dealing with a troubled family member is not something to go alone. This can be dangerous territory, and you don't want to get caught in the middle. Hire an outside professional who is skilled in family dynamics who may help.

   4. **Family members are in denial (or refuse to talk about) their own death or the pending death of their loved ones.**

   Some family leaders aren't willing to let go and are determined to remain in control—even from the grave. They worked hard to build what they have, and they want their wishes to be adhered to. They perhaps are in denial about their mortality and want to ensure their legacy lives on.

   What can family offices do? Until an individual or family member is ready to accept the reality of death or talk about it openly, there's not much family office staff can (or should) do to convince them otherwise. What you can do is ask them questions, give them space to talk about it (if they choose), present different scenarios, and what those situations will result in (e.g., the tax or leadership implications).

   If you have a reluctant family leader who doesn't want to talk about death, you might approach succession differently by asking: “how do you want the next chair to be leading the family?” This can give the founder a feeling of control in spite of the sensitive topic.

   Whether your family office is facing these family dynamics or others, know that help is out there. Consider an outside facilitator that can help the family navigate unproductive dynamics in a skilful way. Suzanne Hammer of Hammer & Associates helps philanthropic individuals and families pair their passion with proven strategies. To learn more, download her EngagedPhilanthropy™ toolkit Family Dynamics: A Family Office Guide to Meaningful Giving at SuzanneHammer.com or contact 303-319-3029. Follow @philanthropyso.
Responsive investment (RI) has come a long way in the last ten years. RI has always sought to manage environmental, social and governance (ESG) risks in some form, but it has morphed over time, and it has now had three major stages in its development. Each evolution has resulted from the growing realisation that investors can play an active role in managing these risks.

Stage 1: Exclusions

For a long time, RI was viewed as the preserve of morally-driven investors – such as faith groups and charities – whose objective was to avoid industries seen as morally dubious (e.g. adult entertainment, armaments, gambling and tobacco). A responsible portfolio was achieved by excluding these, and other frowned upon activities. Typically this was applied to listed equities, with other asset classes primarily ignored.

While this is a simplistic summary, the approach described above (negative screening) falls within what is these days generally referred to as “ethical investment” and is still a widely practiced approach to managing exposure to contentious issues in investment portfolios – estimated at approx. $15 trillion in 2016, according to the Global Sustainable Investment Alliance.

Stage 2: Integration

The first evolution was a result of a realisation that ESG considerations are not just for “ethical” investors, but that ESG risks are also financially material. Furthermore, it became apparent that ESG risks are relevant considerations for every part of a portfolio and cannot be dealt with comprehensively by merely excluding certain investments. Instead, an active approach to consider “off balance sheet” issues across an entire portfolio is required. This provides investors with new information related to long-term risks and opportunities.

Climate change is an example of an ESG risk that is financially material and is likely to be relevant to all areas of a portfolio. Climate change risks could be physical (e.g. weather-related damage to property or global supply chains) or related to the transition to a lower carbon economy (e.g. arising from changes in policy that favour ‘clean’ over ‘dirty’ consumption and production). The Financial Stability Board (FSB) recently stated that “investors may not be able to avoid climate-related risks by moving out of certain asset classes as a wide range of asset types could be affected.” Instead, the FSB recommends that investors “should consider their longer-term strategies and most efficient allocation of capital”.

There has been a substantial uptake of ESG integration in the Investment industry. Part of this growth is due to initiatives such as the UN Principles for Responsible Investment (the PRI), as well as the greater availability of data analytics and information associated with ESG issues relative to 10 years ago. For example, listing rules are gradually changing around the world to require companies to provide specific reporting on single or multiple ESG issues (e.g. the Johannesburg Stock Exchange requires listed companies to provide sustainability reporting as part of its compliance rules). We believe that ESG issues should be considered by all long-term investors. Why wouldn’t we consider as broad a range of factors as possible when making investment decisions?

Stage 3: Impact

Investors are now going one step further. Instead of being “Future Takers” (dealing with what comes their way); investors are increasingly acting as “Future Makers”. They are now looking beyond the scope of their own investments and using their influence to actively tackle some of the most significant environmental and social challenges that we face as a global community. Perhaps the best example of a Future Maker is the concept of Impact Investment. Such investment has specific social and/or environmental goals, as well as financial objectives. Importantly, Impact Investment should not mean that asset owners have to accept a lower-than-market level of return.

This is not a new concept, and its origins can be traced back to Victorian England and a movement called 5% Philanthropy, which guaranteed asset owners a 5% return in exchange for investment in social housing projects. Today, Future Makers are looking at a broader set of environmental/social challenges than they did in the 19th century. Many are adopting the concept becomes applicable to the whole portfolio.

Product innovation has developed rapidly in Impact Investing. Nonetheless, most investment opportunities are focused on unlisted asset classes: private debt (e.g. microfinance), private equity (e.g. social ventures; companies producing a range of environmental products and services) and infrastructure (e.g. renewable energy). Therefore it is likely that Impact Investments would make up a part of an investor’s portfolio, but as products develop, it could well be that the concept becomes applicable to the whole portfolio.

Conclusion

The increasingly active role investors are taking in dealing with ESG risks has led to many exciting developments in the field of RI over the past ten years. Each of the approaches described above (exclusions, integration and impact) are levers that investors can use today when developing their own RI strategy. Retail, institutional and private client investors should all be able to develop a tailored strategy that meets their particular ESG objectives while identifying a series of product solutions that fit with their financial objectives.
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The New Rolls-Royce Phantom made its debut in the nation’s capital in October at an event hosted by Sir Kim Darroch, the British Ambassador to the United States at his official residence in Washington D.C.
ROLLS ROYCE
‘EXTENDED’ PHANTOM

BRITISH AMBASSADOR TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA HERALDS THE ARRIVAL OF THE NEW ROLLS-ROYCE

The New Rolls-Royce Phantom made its debut in the nation’s capital yesterday evening at an event hosted by Sir Kim Darroch, the British Ambassador to the United States at his official residence in Washington D.C. New Phantom is the pinnacle offering from Rolls-Royce, the world’s leading luxury brand.

As the longest existing nameplate in motoring history, Phantom has defined British luxury craftsmanship for more than 92 years. Every modern Rolls-Royce is handcrafted exclusively at The Home of Rolls-Royce in Goodwood, England.

“Rolls-Royce is an outstanding example of a British luxury brand that combines modern engineering with classic British style.” Said Sir Kim. “American car enthusiasts appear to like the result, whether Rolls-Royce or other British car brands: the US is the single largest country market for British cars, and the latest Rolls-Royce Phantom is sure to be another hit, representing as it does a unique combination of state of the art design with handcrafted excellence.”

Speaking from the Home of Rolls-Royce in Goodwood, England, Chief Executive Officer of Rolls-Royce, Torsten Müller-Ötvös said, “As the world’s leading luxury brand, we at Rolls-Royce are proud to carry the message around the globe that Great Britain’s luxury industry is the world’s best. I thank Sir Kim for welcoming New Phantom, the world’s leading luxury product, to America in such style.”

“We are proud that the newest and most exclusive member of the Rolls-Royce family has been welcomed to America by the British Ambassador to the United States,” said Pedro Mota, President of Rolls-Royce Motor Cars Americas. “Rolls-Royce continues to represent the very best of luxury craftsmanship in the world. For well over a century, Rolls-Royce has been a global beacon for British luxury manufacturing excellence. With the arrival of New Phantom, considered by those in the know as “The Best Car in the World,” the United States is poised to remain the largest market for Rolls-Royce, worldwide,” added Mota.

New Phantom offers a wholly new, innovative and contemporary interpretation of the Rolls-Royce Phantom DNA. New levels of luxury, technology and silence are underpinned by “The Architecture of Luxury”, an all-aluminium spaceframe architecture designed by Rolls-Royce engineers at the Home of Rolls-Royce at Goodwood.

The GREAT Britain campaign showcases the best of what the UK has to offer to inspire the world and encourage people to visit, do business, invest and study in the UK.
In 2017 we witnessed the inauguration of a Twitter-obsessed reality TV star as US President (whose grandfather came from the Pfalz wine region in Germany); the ongoing tragicomedy of North Korea; shocking events in Manchester and Las Vegas; a never-ending war in Syria; and the devastating consequences of Hurricane Harvey and the Mexican earthquake. Compared to these events, fermented grape juice becomes even more insignificant.

Nonetheless, let’s try and look to 2018 with optimism and savour the chance to enjoy some great wines with friends and family. Vintages that end in “8” can be auspicious. Le’t explore the history of some of these.

Going back just 10 years the 2008 Bordeaux vintage is not seen as great but those who knew what they’re doing made some good and well-priced wines. The modest Château d’Angludet excelled in 2008 because the Sichel team, fearing the inability to ripen the grapes so late in the season, thinned the crop twice, so that in the end they brought in a yield of only 30 hl/ha, but it was of outstanding quality.

2008 was not a widely declared Port year. In the Loire, yields were reduced by spring frosts in the west and by hail in the east. Champagne was good, if not quite as good as 2002. Barolo and Tuscany produced wines that were built to last. It was not a widely declared Port year, with many producers offering Single Quinta rather than Vintage Port, but Noval released a Vintage. California wine was perfectly acceptable and Australia’s fine wine regions – Coonawarra, Margaret River and Swan Valley in particular – did well. So indeed there is plenty of choice for a tenth anniversary.

France won the World Cup in 1998. This might have been an excuse for the Bordelais to open some bottles of the magnificent Right Bank ’98s. At a Cheval Blanc vertical tasting and seminar held by the Institute of Masters of Wine in 2006, the 1998 was by general consensus the wine of the day, superior to 1989, 1990, and perhaps even 1982.

It was also a fine year in Alsace, the southern Rhône, and Champagne. Red and white Burgundy were as good as each other. The reds were tough and charmless when young, but age has smoothed the abrasiveness.

In the Barossa, Torbreck RunRig 1998 was a superb example of old vine Barossa Shiraz. At a stated 14.5% alcohol, it could be enjoyed without fear of a headache in the morning, unlike some subsequent vintages (like 2006 and 2007) of RunRig that went to 15%, with the prospect of high Parker scores perhaps as much a cause of this as warm vintages. Under Parker’s system, wines were evaluated on a 100-point scale that roughly correlate to an A–F “grade” on the wine. A wine was considered “above average” or “good” if it got a score of at least 85 points.

Italy enjoyed a wonderful vintage almost everywhere in 1997. It was a good vintage in the Rhône, too. Jaboulet’s Hermitage La Chapelle 1997 was included in a vertical tasting by a London auctioneer in May 2005, and it was excellent, albeit atypically fruity and “sweet”.

Bordeaux ’97 was a notoriously expensive vintage when released en primeur. The wines were charming but nowhere near the level of the ’96s. However, some ’97s have persisted and flourished – for example, Château Lynch-Moussas 1997, which I tasted frequently in December 2016.

1997 was a white Burgundy vintage of plump, rich wines, however the dreaded “premox” - premature oxidation - due to a number of possible causes makes serving this vintage somewhat of a risk.

Extremely rich wines for the affluent were made in Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne, and the Rhône in 1998. An old tasting note by me on Vieux Château Certan 1928 was just about hanging on in there. A better experience Is to be had turning the clock back a further ten years, 1958 was unremarkable, however it was a good year for Barolo. Madeira of any vintage is usually a decent drink. Cossart Bual 1958 is not a bad example of rustic, warming Madeira in my experience.

If you’re celebrating a 70th in 2018, then you’re in luck. Although overshadowed by the awesome reputation of the ‘47s, 1948 produced some magnificent wines in Bordeaux. I was fortunate enough to taste Vieux Château Certan 1948 twice over the last ten years and it is truly a monster of a wine. I noted it as “a monster of a wine” because of its relentless tannins, which I suspect will keep it going ad nauseam. It was also a great year for Vintage Port.

We will have to skip 1938, which was a poor year, but 1928 was one of those vintages when most, if not all, of the classic regions made wonderful wines, though they are now likely to be past their sell-by-date. When last seen, Vieux Château Certan 1928 was just about hanging on in there. A better experience is to be had with a deeply-coloured and still tannic 1928 CVNE Imperial Gran Reserva. Ancient Rioja can be irresistible.
There is a delicious reference to Chablis and oysters in chapter ten of the first book of Anna Karenina. Levin, Oblonsky, and Stepan Arkadyevitch are dining together:

“What shall we drink?”
“What you like, only not too much. Champagne,” said Levin.
“What! To start with? You’re right though, I dare say. Do you like the white seal?”
“Cachet blanc,” prompted the Tatar.
“Very well, then, give us that brand with the oysters, and then we’ll see.”
“Yes, sir. And what table wine?”
“You can give us Nuits. Oh no, better the classic Chablis.”
“Yes, sir. And your cheese, your Excellency?”
“Oh, yes, Parmesan. Or would you like another?”
“No, it’s all the same to me,” said Levin, unable to suppress a smile.

Interesting to note that oysters and Chablis were already “classic” by 1878. Chablis, oysters, and Parmesan sound like a decent meal to me. White Nuits-St-Georges is produced, but it’s a tiny amount of the total percentage of Nuits wine – only about 40,000 bottles per year – and unlikely to have been found in nineteenth-century Russian restaurants. Gouges and Chevillon make prime examples of white Nuits. But red Nuits with oysters…?

The 1850s were a difficult period for winemakers because of mediocre vintages and the threat of oidium (powdery mildew), a fungus that attacks the green parts of the vine. But by 1858 an antidote had been found: Sulphur. “Natural wine” enthusiasts can, therefore, enjoy pre-1858 wines with a clear conscience. In his Notes on a Cellar-Book (published in 1920), George Saintsbury describes “the great (Bordeaux) ’58s” as “very dear, not very plentiful, and getting a trifle old”. A bit like wine writers, really.

With oidium cured, it was the start of a prosperous period in Bordeaux and there was a lot of money floating around, with châteaux bought and sold for extraordinary sums. It could be similar in 2018. The 1868 vintage at Lafite is less notable for the wine – which was the highest-priced claret until the 20th century – than for the purchase of the château by German-born James Mayer de Rothschild, for the then colossal price of 4 million francs, equivalent to over $2,000,000 today, or about 600 bottles of 1982 Lafite. Henceforth it was Lafite Rothschild.

The year of revolutions saw the publication of William Makepeace Thackeray’s The Book of Snobs, which has many references to wine, including a description of a “wine party”: “Thirty lads round a table covered with bad sweetmeats, drinking bad wines, telling bad stories, singing bad songs over and over again.”

A hundred and seventy years later, snobs and lads drinking bad wines, telling bad stories, and singing bad songs can still be witnessed at over-hyped auctions in New York and Hong Kong.

London-based Stuart George is founder and MD of Vins Extraordinaires https://www.vinsextraordinaires.com/, which offers fine and rare wine experiences and sales to corporate and private clients.

A holder of the Wine & Spirit Education Trust Diploma in Wine and Spirits since 2000, Stuart has tasted vintages back to 1780. He was UK Young Wine Writer of the Year in 2003 before working with Hugh Johnson OBE at The World of Fine Wine magazine, which won several awards during his time there. Stuart was Image Editor and lead contributor to the best-selling 1001 Wines You Must Try Before You Die and Editor of the award-winning The Finest Wines of Tuscany and The Finest Wines of Champagne. With the American art historian and novelist Noah Charney, Stuart co-authored The Wine Forger’s Handbook, a short history of forgery and fraud in the wine world. https://noahcharney.smugmug.com/Books/Wine-Forgers-Handbook

The ULTIMATE AIRPORT EXPERIENCE
DEDICATED ENTRANCE   PRIVATE HOST   EXCLUSIVE SECURITY EXPERIENCE   CHAUFFEUR   PLANE

For the most luxurious way through Heathrow when travelling first or business class, for unparalleled service and your own private airport lounge, book Heathrow VIP. Visit www.heathrowvip.com or call +44 (0) 20 8757 2227 and reference your unique code “FOE”
Hong Kong has for many years been a focal point for Family Offices and family businesses looking to secure their assets across multiple generations. Being a former British colony, it has been fortunate in inheriting the valuable vestige of a world-class legal system together with the common law trust. In the current global economic climate where certainty has taken a back seat to instability, Hong Kong’s ability to provide a safe haven for wealth preservation and succession planning has become even more relevant.

So, why is Hong Kong so special and why can’t the same benefits be found closer to home? Well firstly, unlike many jurisdictions where regulatory protection and oversight can be lacking, Hong Kong is one of the largest financial centres in the world, and this makes it a desirable location for companies, individuals and Family Offices to arrange their affairs. Add to this the fact that Hong Kong is a common law jurisdiction, with a fully functional trust industry and significant regulatory oversight; you are looking at arguably the premier location for business in Asia.

In Hong Kong, the rule against perpetuity, which required trusts in Hong Kong to run for no more than 80 years was abolished in the amended Perpetuities and Accumulations Ordinance (Cap257) with effect from 1st December 2013. The result of this amendment is that Hong Kong trusts can be established as perpetual, which is to say that they will endure through many generations without reaching an endpoint.

This ensures that the assets within the trust are both secured for future generations of beneficiaries and that lengthy probate proceedings do not get in the way. Also, currently there is no inheritance tax payable in HK, no Capital Gains Tax is charged on disposal of assets in Hong Kong and maintenance of security and confidentiality is maintained throughout the lifetime of the trust, so, you are looking at a pretty attractive proposition.

Hong Kong is the only major jurisdiction that offers perpetual trusts although a few ‘tax haven’ jurisdictions offer similar arrangements. The key to Hong Kong from a security perspective is that as an internationally recognised, fully taxed jurisdiction it is held in high regard by international tax authorities. The regulatory oversight in Hong Kong is comparable to the UK, USA and many major European countries.

Also, with the treaty protecting Hong Kong law from any changes within 50 years of the handover to China in 1997, it is likely to last in its present form for many years to come. This is a unique environment that offers security, a robust legal framework and perpetuity. The Trust Ordinance in Hong Kong has been amended to include provisions that make the establishment of trusts for non-resident settlors more attractive. It is now one of the preeminent jurisdictions in the world for international trust solutions.

For administrators of Family Offices, the advantages of considering settling assets into a Hong Kong trust are significant and should be given more than a cursory look.

By Peter Adam – Head of Global Sales – Legacy Trust Company Limited

Legacy Trust Company Limited was established in 1992 in Hong Kong, one of the most stable financial centres in the world. Today, Legacy is a non-listed public company registered as a Trust Company with global pensions, taxation and trust expertise and a global outlook.

Contact: sales@legacytrust.com.hk
Website: www.legacytrust.com.hk

If you’re looking for rounded family office expertise, there’s one place you should look...
Under the patronage of HRH Prince Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa, The Prime Minister of the Kingdom of Bahrain, the 24th edition of The World Islamic Banking Conference (WIBC), the largest and most prestigious gathering of Islamic banking and finance leaders in the world, took place from December 4-6 at the ART Rotana Hotel, Amwaj Islands, in the Kingdom of Bahrain.

Convened by Middle East Global Advisors - a leading financial intelligence platform facilitating the development of knowledge-based economies in the MENASEA markets and in strategic partnership with the Central Bank of Bahrain, the three-day long forum is spearheading a series of discussions gravitating around the theme of “Drivers of Economic Growth & Risks: Policymakers & Regulators” in line with its main aim to serve as a compass for the global Islamic finance and banking industry.

His Excellency Rasheed Mohammed Al Maraj, Governor, Central Bank of Bahrain, showcased his support for the event by delivering the opening keynote address at the 24th World Islamic Banking Conference, with the vision of furthering the ecosystem for Islamic finance entities to thrive and grow globally. In his keynote address he mentioned, “In line with subdued economic activity in the region, Islamic Bank asset growth has also slowed from the 14-15% historical levels and projected, to grow at around 5% per annum for the next couple of years. The number of Islamic Banks, however, has grown to around 172 with another 83 or so Islamic Windows within conventional banks. According to the IFSB, the industry now employs more than 380,000 people worldwide, which reflects a significant level of economic activity by any measure.”

A notable highlight of the proceedings was a keynote address by Alex Tapscott, CEO NextBlock Global, Co-Author of Blockchain Revolution & Founding Member, IMF’s High-Level Advisory Group on Fintech. During his exclusive presentation on the blockchain revolution, Mr Tapscott said, “The technology likely to have the greatest impact on Islamic finance has arrived, and it’s called the Blockchain. The blockchain is the most important computer science innovation in at least a generation and represents nothing short of the second era of the internet. For 20 years we’ve had the Internet of information which has been a really powerful tool for changing how we communicate and how we share information, but it actually hasn’t had as big an impact on commerce or on finance as many people may have hoped, and that’s because the Internet is not a valued medium, it’s an information medium.”

Interestingly, the conference also proved to be the ideal Launchpad for ALGO Bahrain - the world’s first Fintech Consortium of Islamic Banks to enable Islamic banks for the paradigm shift in the banking industry as a result of financial technology (Fintech). The consortium aims to launch 15 Fintech platforms by 2022.

Other exclusive launches at the conference include Wahed Invest’s launch of the world’s first halal robo advisor – a unique way of revolutionizing halal investing by using technology. After successfully launching In the US, Wahed has announced its plans to launch in the Middle East in 2018. The conference also played host to the official book launch of “Islamic Real Estate Investment Trusts” by Hamed Yousef Mashal, a senior investment manager at Kuwait Finance House. Other key highlights from the day included the digital-banking focused panel and panel discussions focusing on dynamic capital markets, sustainable, equitable & inclusive growth, potential of disruptive technologies and new horizons for Islamic finance. Leading industry experts analyzed the challenges at hand and focused on coming up with effective suggestions with the ultimate aim of developing a convergence roadmap for the Islamic Finance industry at large.

The 24th WIBC also recognized excellence within the Islamic finance and banking industry at a high profile Gala Dinner whereby 16 WIBC Performance Awards were given away by H.E. Rasheed Mohamed Al Maraj, Governor of the Central Bank of Bahrain, to the top Islamic financial institutions at the global, regional and country level based on their performance in the WIBC Leaderboard – a groundbreaking performance assessment tool aimed at enabling Islamic financial institutions to benchmark their performance against their peers.

Boubyan Bank bagged the Global, GCC and Kuwait region awards, testament to its strong performance in the financial metrics of the WIBC Leaderboard. Additionally, Boubyan Bank also bagged the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Award.

Other winners of the 24th Annual WIBC Performance Awards include:

**BEST PERFORMING ISLAMIC BANKS - REGIONAL AWARDS**
- Levant: Safwa Islamic Bank
- South East Asia: Maybank Islamic Berhad
- South Asia: Social Islami Bank

**BEST PERFORMING ISLAMIC BANKS - COUNTRY AWARDS**
- Bahrain: Al Baraka Bank Bank
- Saudi Arabia: Al Rajhi Bank
- United Arab Emirates: Dubai Islamic Bank
- Egypt: Faisal Islamic Bank of Egypt
- Jordan: Safwa Islamic Bank
- Turkey: Türkiye Finans Katılım Bankası A.S.
- Indonesia: PT Bank Syariah BNI
- Malaysia: Maybank Islamic Berhad
- Bangladesh: Social Islami Bank
- Pakistan: Meezan Bank Limited


www.meglobaladvisors.com
THE RISE OF BESPOKE LUXURY EXPERIENCE

Exclusivity, status and price are no longer enough to define a brand as luxury. People are hungry for experiences, yearning for fantasy, emotion and excitement. Not only have we become more sophisticated in our tastes and aspirations, but we also make more considered choices with the way we spend our time and money. The idea of luxury is no longer limited to the ownership of physical objects; we are rapidly losing faith in the ability of objects alone to help them stand out from the crowd. Looking for experiences is not just a way to celebrate our exciting, globe-trotting lifestyle, but also means to promote the breadth of our understanding and knowledge of the world.

For luxury hospitality brands is it enough to know your food provenance, have a great cocktail and a lovely pool? This level of experience has begun to feel less relevant, as people want brands to display local knowledge and a natural understanding of their surroundings, but what experiences can brands provide beyond the afternoon tea that are going to punctuate the guest experience? This leads the world of travel towards the experiential and how do you look to take products and create a stronger story and experience around them?

White Line Hotels is an example of a brand that entices you and takes you on a journey in every interaction. A tightly edited collection of creatively inspired hotels, they believe that:

"Being different is not an engineered process, more a natural way of doing things, a thought path that leads to the creation of hotels that go beyond just a stay; they are cast just for their location and are the creations of those who dared to dream beyond the hotel cookie box".

The language they use on their website, in newsletters and their publication ‘The Aficionados’ all take you on a journey away from the expected and beyond just the plain ordinary. Their website is designed to transport the dreamers and the wanderers on an online voyage to beautiful destinations, creating a site which is both an emotional and tactile experience within the digital environment, something very much lacking with some of their competitors. This is further developed in the print versions in print with The Aficionados encouraging a sense of exploration. There is an editorial feel and a richness of storytelling enhanced by the personal touch of interesting, unique and sometimes unexpected connections. With subtle design elements such as the rawness of the paper texture, brushstrokes and hand-drawn illustrations contrast with the beautiful, refined photography, all of which help to enhance the experience.

Luxury brands outside of hospitality are also contemplating how to entwine the experience within their product customer relationship. VINIV Bordeaux offers you the chance to make 288 bottles of your own bespoke wine, but their brand proposition is a whole lot greater than that. They open the door to the closed society which is the Bordeaux winemaking community, a place where there are normally only two ways to enter — either be born into it or risk millions buying land there. They have made history by creating the first way for people from beyond Bordeaux to experience the region like an insider. They don’t just show you around; they enable you to make your own wine in the heart of Bordeaux, under the guidance of the area’s best winemakers. Their brand is centred around this adventure from vine to bottle, and the customer is the ‘hero of their own story’. Guided through the process of winemaking, from harvest to bottling, all in the creation of their unique wine tailored to their taste, they use their nose, palate and imagination. This personal story is brought out in all their communications — through the use of handwriting and sketches to enhance the experience from the perspective of the protagonist, representing notes and doodles in their diary. The watercolour washes and brushstrokes evoke thoughts of the deep palette of swirling wine in the glass, alongside bold, expressive brushstrokes, all centred around beautiful photography and captivating copy telling the story of every detail of the adventure.

“You could say it was a once-in-a-lifetime experience, only who can say you’ll only do it once in a lifetime?”. Taking this even further, there are brands offering complete immersive experiences such as Secret Cinema. Specialising in ‘live cinema’ experiences they create 360-degree participatory worlds where the boundaries between performer and audience, set and reality are constantly shifting. They are – “Storytellers, inventors, explorers, place-makers, cultural entrepreneurs, film

When first launched attendees would not even know what film would be shown, and although it has now grown to large-scale productions in some of the most spectacular spaces worldwide, their brand still plays on this secrecy. You ‘enter a secret world’ on their website where information is sparse and videos entice you with brief glimpses or their secret worlds. Their social media feeds are rich with movie references, exciting their fans with endless possibilities of upcoming events. It is a secret club for those in the know, and we all know how alluring that can be.

All these opportunities draw you in, entice, seduce and excite you with the possibilities for new and unexpected adventures. As the demand for luxury experiences grows, brands that offer intensity in detail and nuance, that subtly define and support the message throughout will lead the way.

Delight is a London (UK) based branding agency working exclusively with lifestyle brands to produce highly crafted work, informed by a strong strategic process and rich emotional narrative.

Daniel Shaw
Managing Director, Delight

www.wearedelight.com
Next year we approach the tenth anniversary of the financial crash, and we may be surprised by the advent of triple hurricanes in the U.S. mainland in 2018. But it’s safe to say one thing: finance is back. Bankers are no longer the villains. This year, a former banker was elected president of France. Back too, is the notion that capital markets can help make the world a better place. The view that an investment can consciously and consciously achieve both a financial return and create some positive social or environmental externality is rapidly becoming mainstream. In some ways, there is nothing new about this: for centuries, family business owners have kept creating value with a holistic mindset. They created important innovations such as health insurance schemes and pension funds for their workers.

New Demand Meets New Investments
The past decade’s differentiating idea is that such impacts could be systematically measured and monitored. The world has not stood still since the term “impact investing” was coined in 2007. According to Campden Wealth Research’s Global Family Office Report 2017, for 37.9% of respondents, philanthropy or impact investing are part of the activity catalogue to prepare for generational wealth transfer. Moreover, equities (27%) and private equity (20%) make up almost half of the portfolio of the average family office surveyed.

This combination of demand for new types of investments and emerging supply is now offering exciting new opportunities to render finance truly relevant for society. This comes with the added benefit of giving families a hand in succeeding at the generational wealth transfer in the process.

In Public Markets, Raise the Curtain for Sustainable Long/Short Strategies
In public markets, sustainable investing is enlarging its toolbox. More and cheaper data powers better analytics to check what companies say they do on sustainability, what they actually do, and how this is investment-relevant. Consider how the dieselgate scandal is shaking up the automotive industry. An epochal transformation of mobility is underway comparable to replacing horses a century ago. Cars are becoming clean-energy powered computers that transport passengers, increasingly driven autonomously and under shared ownership. Clean mobility matters. Owners of diesel cars face the spectre that their second-largest ticket item after buying a house risks becomes a stranded consumer asset. Companies that fail to adapt to the paradigm shift will carry higher levels of environmental, social and governance (ESG) risk, with potential implications for their cost of capital and valuations.

The incumbents have started to react. In July 2017, Volvo set 2019 as the date for the total phase-out of combustion-engine-only models, with all new cars electric or hybrid. Mercedes and Volkswagen followed on September 11, 2017, setting 2022 and 2030 as dates by when to offer electric versions of all of their vehicles. On the capital market side, there is no conceptual reason why investors should go long only on sustainable assets. Capitalizing on the shift toward sustainable business models and laggards’ higher exposure to ESG risk, moving beyond long-only equity strategies is merely a logical next step. Backing the sustainability winners and betting against the losers would send a powerful signal. Provided one has analysed a company’s business prospects in depth rather than just checking if they are embracing e-mobility it can also secure attractive financial returns.

After six consecutive quarters of net outflows, the hedge fund industry has stabilised. Allocations outweighed redemptions by $1.2 billion in the second quarter of 2017, bringing total assets under management to $3.1 trillion by the end of June. Performance is expected to continue to be dampened by low volatility though. The hedge fund industry could give sustainable investing a helping hand in a not too distant future. Because of their ability to sell short, hedge funds can generate a part of their performance from the return differential between their long and short positions. High stock dispersion helps generate returns and is characteristic of the sectors of interest to sustainable investors. For example, the FTSE Russell 3000 Index covers 98% of the US public equity market as measured by the total market cap. Energy, healthcare, and technology are the high dispersion sectors on the index. Modern finance helps direct capital away from unsustainable business models.

In Private Markets, the Frontiers Are Shifting Too
In private markets, there is movement also. For much of the past decade, impact investing was a niche activity. This is now changing. Take the case of Social Impact Bonds (SIB). Since the first pilot in the UK in 2010, such contingent-return financing has captured impact investors’ imagination. To bring pay-for-success thinking to bear on solving intractable social problems, some seventy SIBs have been launched around the world since. They targeted issues such as recidivism, homelessness, employment, family environments, or improving schools. Reported by SIB specialist Social Finance, 90,000+ lives were touched by SIBs from 2010 to 2016.

A new landmark transaction may now show how to take magnitudes to the next level. To finance the construction and operation of three new physical rehabilitation centres in the Democratic Republic of Congo, Mali and Nigeria. This is expected to serve some 6,000 victims of conflict with disabilities every year. The International Committee of the Red Cross launched a fully-funded €22.6 million (26 million Swiss francs) Program for Humanitarian Impact Investment (PHII) on September 8, 2017, entitled “Humanitarian Impact Bond”. This was Brought to market as a private loan by co-sponsor Swiss bank Lombard Odier, it links the program’s financial return to ambitious centre productivity targets, offering financial returns of up to seven percent per year. Forty percent of capital would be at risk if it were to fail completely.

When successfully delivered, so-called outcome funders buy the results of the program. These are the governments of Belgium, Italy, Switzerland and the UK, as well as Spain’s ‘la Caixa’ Banking Foundation. The PHII brings innovative financing to the humanitarian space for the first time. It provides long-term innovation capital to an organisation that is the reference in its field, financing the further rollout and innovation of one of its core programs. The ICRC’s stellar reputation provides comfort to the investors. The program is also expected to serve as an innovation opportunity for IRC’s physical rehabilitation program. Currently running in 139 locations in 34 countries, it reached almost 330,000 people in 2016. Just consider the potential additional impact if there were additional vintages of PHIs further down the line.
The Great Sustainability Game Is On

The future of finance is society because sustainability-related company data is rapidly becoming more sophisticated, available, and therefore market relevant. As of March 2017, some $62 trillion was managed by investment firms that had signed up to the United Nations Principles of Responsible Investment; via screening, integration, thematic investments and active ownership, they are moving towards incorporating ESG factors in investment decision making.

In public and private markets, the future of finance is society. There is now growing clarity regarding which firms are successfully embracing the new sustainable business models that disrupt industries, and who are the laggards. The barriers to constructing innovative, large-scale private market transactions such as the PHII are similarly dwindling every day as the abundance of data enabling measurement and monitoring grow and more transaction blueprints become available. In public markets, one pressing question is what will happen to the German automakers when the established hedge funds discover sustainability? Will “guilt by association” also undermine sales of the ones who played by the rules? If diesel sales keep tanking, automakers will not be able to fulfil the European Union car fleet target of 95 g/km of CO2 from 2021 on. Billions of euros in fines would provide a blow to company valuations, creating volatility and return differentials that can be translated into value. Backing the likes of Tesla, Volvo or shorting the horse, and taking the private market impact to the next level—the great game is on.

Author
Dr Maximilian Martin is the Founder of Impact Economy. He serves as Global Head of Philanthropy at Lombard Odier, and is a Visiting Lecturer at the University of St. Gallen. He created the first university course on social entrepreneurship in Europe and served as Fellow at the Center for Public Leadership at the Harvard Kennedy School. Dr Martin authored Status of the Social Impact Investing Market, the baseline report for the first-ever G8 Social Impact Investment Summit held in 2013 under the UK Presidency of the G8. His more than one hundred articles and position papers have helped define the trajectory of market-based solutions and the impact revolution in finance, business and philanthropy.

In 2016, Springer published his book Building the Impact Economy: Our Future, Yea or Nay. The opinions expressed in this article are the author’s own and do not necessarily reflect the views of organizations whom he serves in an executive or board of directors’ capacity.
ITALIAN MARBLE COMPANY OPENS IN LONDON TO ATTRACT ARCHITECTURAL ELITE

This month they opened their first UK showroom, ELITE STONE GALLERY, at Margaret Street W1, Central London.

Lavish displays over two hundred square metres explore new ways to use marble, onyx and natural stone, to create dazzling effects using light and sculptural carving. Elite Stone technical team have taken ten years to perfect their E-light system of backlit panels.

CEO Tetyana Kovalenko, who graduated in geology and mineralogy, established Elite Stone in 2000, in Rome. She selects the most exquisite marble from Italian quarries, especially in Carrara. She says “Marble is like a diamond: absolutely perfect when the colour is right when it is flawless and perfectly cut. When one of these features is missing, it immediately loses value”.

Elite Stone supply and install marble in palaces, mansions and apartments, hotels and villas around the world, including a 3,500 square metres backlit wall for the Mariinsky Theatre in St Petersburg. One of the projects in a private Surrey estate near London has the most elaborate spa imaginable, with mosaic-lined pool, gymnasium, Jacuzzi, sauna and Turkish bath (hammam) looking out over a Zen garden. Elite Stone supplied the stone and technical expertise for this project, working with the development and design company Veyron.

As an extra touch of glamour for customers to take away, Tetyana and her team have designed a range of luxury gift items for the new Elite Stone Gallery including Dolce Vita sunglasses, with Carrara marble frames, paperweights in the form of carved initials, candleholders, and planters.

Tetyana Kovalenko founded her company in Rome in 2000. The company relocated to Verona in 2013. Two vast buildings in the Valpolicella area just outside the City, Slab Division, and Atelier, display racks of marble for private and corporate clients. There is an array of opulent room settings featuring the E-light system where panels of marble and onyx are backlit to show the beauty of natural stone. This is an innovation which has taken the Elite Stone technical team ten years to perfect.

Tetyana discovered her passion for stone while working for a company producing equipment for quarries. She says “I was determined to become a true professional. I took a graduate course in geology and mineralogy, in order to understand every aspect of natural ornamental stone, both chemical and physical. During my studies, my fascination with marble and onyx, as well as quartzite, grew stronger than ever”. “I am devoted to luxury and beautiful things, inspired by changing trends in fashion and interior design. Outside our buildings in Verona, we have installed a profile of Michelangelo’s David, carved in Carrara marble. We are associated with the Borghini quarry in Carrara, renowned for its white and blue-grey marble for centuries”.

www.elitestonegallery.co.uk
SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE WHO HAVE SPENT YEARS BUILDING PROSPEROUS BUSINESSES AND CREATIVE ENTERPRISES HAVE NO WISH TO COMPROMISE WHEN IT COMES TO ROMANCE. THEIR VISION IS FOR AN EXCITING AND PASSIONATE RELATIONSHIP IN WHICH EACH PARTNER IS A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION AND SUPPORT TO THE OTHER. IN THE WHIRL OF EVERYDAY LIFE, THE PURSUIT OF THE RIGHT RELATIONSHIP IS OFTEN NEGLECTED OR POSTPONED, YET FOR MOST OF US, THIS IS ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT AND FULFILLING AREAS OF OUR LIVES.

THE QUESTION IS, HOW DO WE NAVIGATE THE ENCHANTING AND MYSTIFYING WORLD OF INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS? MANY PEOPLE ARE RETURNING TO THE TRADITIONAL ART OF MATCHMAKING TO ENSURE THE RELATIONSHIP THEY FIND IS STIMULATING AND MEANINGFUL AS WELL AS HAVING LONGEVITY. HERE AT SEVENTY-THIRTY, WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN THE FIELD OF INTERNATIONAL LUXURY MATCHMAKING AND HAVE THEREFORE SEEN HUNDREDS OF NEW RELATIONSHIPS BLOSSOM, AS WELL AS ATTENDING WEDDINGS AND CELEBRATING THE BIRTH OF MANY BEAUTIFUL BABIES. SO WHAT IS MATCHMAKING ALL ABOUT?

MATCHMAKING IS A TIME-HONOURED TRADITION

MATCHMAKING IS FREQUENTLY THOUGHT OF AS A COMPARETIVELY NEW CONCEPT, BUT IT HAS BEEN AROUND FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS IN MANY DIFFERENT COUNTRIES AND RELIGIONS. MATCHMAKING HAS DIFFERENT AIMs AT DIFFERENT TIMES, FROM SECURING PARTNERSHIPS WITHIN RELIGIONS, TO PROTECTING THE WEALTH OF GREAT FAMILIES AND PRESERVING BLOODLINES. HOWEVER, THE REASON IT HAS ENDURED IS SIMPLY BECAUSE IT WORKS.

MATCHMAKING IS VERY MUCH IN VOGUE AGAIN NOW PARTLY DUE TO THE DISILLUSIONMENT, PARTICULARLY AMONG THE WEALTHY, WITH ONLINE DATING AND APPS WHICH DO NOT ADDRESS THE INTRICACIES NEEDED TO FORMULATE SUCCESSFUL RELATIONSHIPS. NOR CAN THEY OFFER THE DISCRETION OF OUR ELITE AND PROFESSIONAL MATCHMAKING SERVICE IN THE SEARCH FOR LOVE. THE SCIENCE BEHIND OUR MATCHMAKING AT SEVENTY-THIRTY HAS DEVELOPED FROM EXTENSIVE RESEARCH WE HAVE UNDERTAKEN IN THE PSYCHOLOGY WORLD WHICH HAS GIVEN US GREATER INSIGHT. THIS HAS ALLOWED FOR MORE REFINEMENT IN OUR MATCHMAKING PROCEDURES. ADDITIONALLY, THE ROLE OF OUR SPECIALIST MATCHMAKERS HERE AT SEVENTY-THIRTY HAS DIVERSIFIED OVER THE LAST TWO YEARS; WE CAN NOW INCORPORATE EVERYTHING FROM RELATIONSHIP THERAPY AND LIFE COACHING TO TEACHING THE ART OF SEDUCTION.

WHY DO WE SOMETIMES POSTPONE OR NEGLECT THE AREA OF ROMANCE?

UNLIKE OTHER AREAS OF OUR LIVES, WHEN IT COMES TO LOVE MANY OF US HAVE A DETERMINISTIC REASONING THAT WE DEVELOP AS WE GROW UP. WE ARE CONDITIONED FROM OUR EARLIEST DAYS TO BELIEVE THE HAPPY-EVER-AFTER FAIRY-TALE STORIES AND THEREFORE ASSUME THAT THIS AREA OF OUR LIVES WILL TAKE CARE OF ITSELF – FATE WILL TAKE A HAND. THE REALITY IS WE USUALLY NEED TO PLAN AND TO BE PROACTIVE AS WE WOULD BE IN ANY OTHER AREA OF OUR LIVES AND THIS CAN INVOLVE HANDING THIS OVER TO THE EXPERTS. WE HAVE NO DIFFICULTY IN CONSULTING THE PROFESSIONALS FOR OTHER SERVICES WE NEED, BUT OFTEN PEOPLE ARE RELUCTANT TO SEEK ASSISTANCE WHEN IT COMES TO ROMANCE, EVEN THOUGH, FOR MANY, THIS IS THE AREA OF THEIR LIVES THEY VALUE THE MOST.

THE REALITY IS, AFFLUENT, HIGH-CALIBRE PEOPLE FIND IT CHALLENGING TO MEET PARTNERS WHO ARE IN THE SAME BRACKET AS THEM REGARDING FINANCE AND LIFESTYLE AND WHO ARE LOOKING FOR LONG-TERM LOVE. IT’S NOT A NUMBERS GAME EITHER, MEETING FIFTY PEOPLE IS FUTILE IF THEY ARE NOT THE RIGHT STATURE AND CHARACTER AS THE RELATIONSHIP IS UNLIKELY TO FLOURISH AND BE OF LONG DURATION. THIS IS WHERE SUSIE AMBROSE, CEO AND FOUNDER OF SEVENTY-THIRTY, RECOGNISED THE NEED FOR AN ELITE AGENCY TO ASSIST WEALTHY AND SUCCESSFUL CLIENTS IN FINDING A COMPATIBLE PARTNER THROUGH THE MAGIC OF MATCHMAKING.

WHY IS SPECIALIST MATCHMAKING SO SUCCESSFUL?

WHEN PEOPLE THINK ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS, THEY TEND TO THINK NARROWLY OR CONVENTIONALLY ABOUT THE KINDS OF AREAS THEY WANT TO HAVE IN COMMON WITH THEIR MATCH. PEOPLE OFTEN THINK OF SHARED INTERESTS AND A PARTICULAR AGE RANGE, OR JUST WANT THE OVERWHELMING PASSION. HOWEVER, AT SEVENTY-THIRTY, OUR SPECIALIST MATCHMAKERS ARE IN THE BUSINESS OF CREATING ENDURING RELATIONSHIPS, AND WHILE INTERESTS AND AGE MATTER, WE KNOW THAT FOR A RELATIONSHIP TO GO LONG-TERM THERE NEEDS TO BE AN ALIGNMENT IN OTHER SIGNIFICANT AREAS. ENSURING PROSPECTIVE PARTNERS’ VALUE-SYSTEM, RELATIONSHIP GOALS, TEMPERAMENT AND MANY OTHER AREAS ALIGN IS THE KEY TO ENSURING A LONGSTANDING MATCH. ADDITIONALLY, WHILE IT MAY SEEM UNROMANTIC TO CONSIDER FINANCIAL STATUS IN A FUTURE PARTNER, THIS IS OFTEN AN AREA WHERE AN IMBALANCE WILL SURFACE AS AN ISSUE IN THE FUTURE. SPECIALIST MATCHMAKING FOR US MEANS PUTTING TOGETHER INDIVIDUALS WHO RESPECT AND SUPPORT EACH OTHER, ILLUMINATE EACH OTHER’S CREATIVITY AND WHERE EACH CONTRIBUTES TO THE RELATIONSHIP TO BUILD AN AMazing FUTURE.

AT SEVENTY THIRTY, WE DO THE WORK BEHIND THE SCENES TO PUT FORWARD THE MOST SUITABLE AND CAREFULLY CHosen MATCHES IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CRITERIA OF THE MEMBER. HOWEVER, THE MEMBER IS THE ONE IN THE DRIVING SEAT AS THEY DECIDE WHETHER THEY WISH TO PROCEED WITH THE POTENTIAL INTRODUCTION. WE WORK Closely WITH THE EXPERIENCES THEIR MATCHMAKERS SO THAT THE SEARCH CAN BE REFINED IF NECESSARY. THIS IS WHY THOSE WHO ARE TRULY DEDICATED TO FINDING SOMEONE EXCEPTIONAL HAVE RETURNED TO THE POWERFUL AND PRECISE BUSINESS OF MATCHMAKING TO FULFIL THEIR DESIRE TO FIND THEIR PERFECT PARTNER. AS THE SAYING GOES, ‘THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR A GREAT LOVE’.

In creating the perfect romance, the art of specialist matchmaking.

Dr Georgina Barnett
Head of Global Membership
Seventy Thirty
Mauritius is an island state standing at the doorstep of the African mainland with long-standing business and cultural ties with Asia and Europe. It is strategically positioned as a competitive regional hub for finance and business, as well as an ideal springboard and gateway for channelling trade and investment flows between Africa and Asia. Indeed, the country has developed its reputation as a well-regulated and credible International Financial Centre (IFC) of substance, geared towards the offer of value-added services and investment structures to international companies and investors. Mauritius is also well on course to becoming a leading jurisdiction for private wealth management services in the region.

The country’s substantial network of treaties and double-taxation agreements coupled with a relatively attractive fiscal regime were critical in promoting the growth of the global business industry which accounts for more than $600 billion of assets, some 50 times the level of GDP of the Island. The Mauritian IFC boasts a number of distinctive features that underpinned its success namely political and social stability with an open, diversified and market-based economy; robust and modern legal and regulatory frameworks (Mauritius is a member of the Commonwealth, with an independent judiciary and the Privy Council of the United Kingdom as its highest court of appeal); a large pool of well-educated bilingual people, fluent in English & French amongst others. It is worth highlighting that Mauritius is ranked first in Africa by the World Bank regarding “ease of doing business”.

While Mauritius started off as a treaty-based offshore jurisdiction, the changing global landscape has triggered an ambitious, yet thoughtful, review of the country’s functioning and operating model which emphasises on inherent competitiveness attributes and adherence to more stringent rules. Over the years, Mauritius has continuously upgraded its legal and regulatory framework by becoming an OECD Compliant jurisdiction. A key development that took place in July 2017 relates to the country’s signing of the OECD’s Multilateral Convention to implement tax treaty related measures to prevent base erosion and profit shifting. Mauritius appears amongst the three jurisdictions (Ireland, Mauritius, Norway) to be upgraded after a second round of reviews by the Global Forum in August 2017.

The Mauritian IFC stands out as an ideal gateway for investment and trade on the African continent. It has multiple bilateral trade agreements across Africa, which means that global investors, traders and private equity companies gain preferential access to some key African markets. There are no foreign exchange controls and no withholding and capital gains tax and foreign companies can repatriate profits freely.

Mauritius is well positioned to becoming a regional headquarters base targeting multinational companies wishing to use the country as a foothold to supply surrounding regions. The Stock Exchange of Mauritius is also regarded as an attractive and competitive multi-asset listing and trading platform for African and regional-based ventures. At another level, Mauritius also holds ample potential in providing more sophisticated investment structuring solutions relating to project deal identification, research and analysis, valuations, due diligence as well as legal, corporate and M&A advisory.

Mauritius is fast becoming an attractive jurisdiction in the provision of private wealth management (PWM) services given its existing strong ties with Europe and the emergence of a sizeable middle class and high-net-worth (HNW) population across Africa and Asia. According to Didier Merle, the Head of Private Banking and Wealth Management at MCB Bank, “Over the last few years, Mauritius has seen an influx of HNW individuals seeking to take advantage of the island’s stability, lifestyle, and financial framework. MCB Private Banking has attracted a fair share of these international HNW individuals who value the Bank’s reputation, credentials and wealth management capabilities”.

The Mauritian Trusts have been the cornerstone of PWM offering accumulation and preservation of wealth, succession planning, asset protection, tax planning and so on. More recently, the Overseas Family Office Scheme was introduced to cater for the domicile of assets and wealth of HNW Families in Mauritius. Under this scheme, families will also be able to hold international assets and funds. To be eligible for a license, each family will be required to domicile and actively manage a prescribed minimum investible and liquid wealth base of USD 5 Million. The family office would also be required to maintain, at all times, its physical establishment in Mauritius, as well as, other substance requirements. Family offices will benefit from a tax holiday of 5 years, and family members will also obtain residency schemes as well as the eligibility to acquire immovable properties.

The Mauritian IFC is underpinned by the firms operating in its fiduciary sector. As is the case for most offshore jurisdictions, the sector originated from the spin-off by professional services firms, mainly audit and law, of their fiduciary divisions. Local professionals followed suit and turned entrepreneurs by setting up their own independent fiduciary companies. Today, there are over 150 fiduciary companies incorporated in Mauritius and competition is intense. This has given rise to a gradual wave of consolidation, which culminated in two major M&A transactions in 2017, namely:

• The $127.3 million acquisition of International Financial Services, the largest fiduciary company in Mauritius, by SANNE, a major firm listed on the London Stock Exchange; and

• The $90.3 million acquisition of CIM Global Business by SGG, another global player backed by Astorg Partners, a major European private equity firm.

MCB Capital Markets, the investment banking and asset management arm of MCB Group, the largest banking group in Mauritius, advised the acquirers on both transactions. Rony Lam, Chief Executive Officer of MCB Capital Markets, commented at the time of the SANNE/IFS transaction: “We are proud to be acting as Transaction Advisor to a large UK listed company on such a major strategic move. This attests to the credibility of the Mauritius jurisdiction and the decision by global players to gain access to the fast-growing African continent.”

neermal.shimadry@mcbcm.mu
www.mcbcapitalmarkets.mu
Sometimes 3 letters make all the difference

Because you shouldn’t have to compromise to achieve excellence, ING Luxembourg offers you a full experience in Private Banking. Our experts in asset management, lending solutions, wealth analysis and planning keep up-to-date to offer you the most relevant advice regarding your overall situation.

www.ing.lu/privatebanking
RESIDENTIAL TRANSITION LOANS: SHORT-TERM, HIGH-YIELD CREDIT DRIVEN BY BOOMING HOME RENOVATION ACTIVITY

As the market for loans to professional home flippers matures and becomes more institutionalised, these short-term credits provide attractive risk/return profiles for family offices.

Long before HGTV’s prime-time lineup became dominated by shows like “Flip or Flop” or “Masters of Flip,” real estate investors were seeking to generate attractive returns by acquiring, renovating, and quickly re-selling homes that were physically, and sometimes financially, distressed. These operators could be small, informal family teams or large professional general contractors with projects in multiple states.

Historically, the majority of homes to be flipped have been purchased with cash, but today a sizable percentage of them are financed. According to RealtyTrac, approximately 30% of all homes flipped in 2015 were financed at purchase, and nearly all of these residential transition loans (a.k.a., RTLs, “fix ‘n flip loans,” or “bridge loans”) are made to experienced professional developers. The market for these short-term loans has undergone a major overhaul of its own over the past five years as the single-family housing market has recovered.

In addition to rising home prices, other forces driving surging demand for RTLs are a significant undersupply of new homes and an ageing U.S. housing stock. In the first quarter of 2017, the number of U.S. single-family housing starts was just 62% of what is considered normal historically, and the median age of owner-occupied housing in the United States increased from 31 years in 2005 to 37 years in 2015, according to the National Association of Home Builders.

In this housing environment, we at Window Rock believe that RTLs have become particularly attractive for credit funds and their investors over the last several years. Against a backdrop of rising interest rates and strengthening home prices, these short-term loans to professional investors and operators in the residential real estate market present, in our opinion, the opportunity for appealing risk-adjusted returns.

Evolution of the RTL Market
In the past, virtually all financing for flipping homes came in the form of hard-money loans from family offices, angel investors, or other non-institutional sources. These hard-money loans typically have six- to 12-month terms, very low loan-to-value (LTV) ratios, and mid-teens interest rates. Banks, traditionally, have not been viable sources of financing for these projects because of the rapid turnaround needed by borrowers. When a distressed property comes on the market, an investor typically needs to secure financing and submit an offer in 24 to 72 hours—a timeframe that is much shorter than most banks can accommodate.

Once housing prices stabilized following the financial crisis, flipping activity accelerated starting around 2012. At the time, investors focused on buying homes out of foreclosure, making light renovations, and then selling the homes—earning what we consider to be an attractive profit primarily for rescuing these properties from financial distress. As the housing market continues to recover, flipping activity has shifted from being focused on making minor improvements to financially distressed homes to making more substantial improvements to older, outdated homes.

As flipping activity increased, so too did demand for financing from investors looking to acquire more properties and expand their operations. Because of this growing demand, speciality finance companies and other lenders saw the opportunity to build more robust platforms for originating these bridge loans. Since around 2014, the market for these loans has become much more institutionalized—and the terminology used to describe these loans has become more institutionalized as well, taking on the moniker residential transitional loans (RTLs).

Investment Rationale and Risk Factors for RTLs
For family offices and other investors that invest in real estate-related credits, RTLs provide what we consider to be an attractive risk-return profile for such short-term instruments. Based on our observations of recent RTL transactions, these loans typically charge 8% to 10% interest to the borrower, which, after subtracting the originator’s servicing fees, translates to a potential 7% to 9% net coupon to the investor who purchases the loan. RTL borrowers typically make down payments in the 15%-30% range, resulting in relatively low LTV ratios.

At a time when 30-year mortgages are yielding 4% to 6%, RTLs are, in our opinion, attractive relative to other residential real estate-related credits. With an average duration of about nine to 12 months, we believe that the short-term nature of RTLs makes them a valuable addition to a portfolio by providing high current income in an environment of rising interest rates.

As with any residential mortgage loan, falling home prices pose one of the greatest risks to funds that invest in RTLs, which are underwritten as asset-based loans. This risk, however, is mitigated by the fact that RTLs typically are repaid in 12 months or less when the property is sold, limiting investors’ exposure to home-price fluctuations. RTLs also have relatively low LTV ratios, which further protects investors from falling home prices. As competition increases among RTL originators, however, lenders may begin relaxing their underwriting guidelines and using more aggressive LTV ratios. This would reduce the margin of safety that investors have on the collateral if housing prices were to decrease significantly.

Capitalizing on Today’s Residential Credit Opportunities

Renovations to an ageing stock of existing homes should, in our opinion, continue to be a very active market, and we believe that professional contractors in this space will continue to seek institutional-quality financing through a growing and maturing RTL industry.

We believe that RTLs will present above-average return opportunities for family offices and other investors relative to their risk profiles. Credit funds that can develop relationships with leading originators could be well-positioned to capitalise on these opportunities.

By Ketan Parekh and Jeff Pettiford of Window Rock Capital Partners
Almost all single family offices (SFOs) can trace their roots back to the success of a single business. In the majority of these cases, a strong desire exists to be associated with and to back, other entrepreneurs with ideas that they believe in. This is evident from the historically strong association of SFOs investing in private equity. Investing in emerging hedge fund managers is no different and offers many advantages over more established hedge funds, mainly if both SFOs and emerging managers are willing to collaborate actively.

During the financial crisis, many SFOs experienced that their allocations to hedge funds suffered from gating, the suspension of redemptions, or worse the exposure to frauds such as Bernard Madoff. Since then the hedge fund industry has come under pressure, with performances trailing those of long-only funds and their fee structure being questioned. Amid this low performance, funds of hedge funds, with additional layers of fees, have unsurprisingly lost favour - SFOs now prefer to invest directly.

The hedge fund industry, dominated by the largest most established hedge funds with investor bases mainly consisting of big-ticket institutional money, has changed little in response to SFOs needs in the last ten years. This can be seen by the struggle SFOs have negotiating lower fees or better terms regarding lock-up periods and hurdle rates.

Throughout these times, emerging hedge fund managers (many having previously trained and managed capital for established hedge funds) have struggled to find the seed and early-stage capital that they need - turned away by institutional investors with overly stringent criteria, they find themselves lost for alternative ways to launch their own unique and innovative ideas.

The frustration for emerging managers is that empirical research supports them as a group. It continues to find that emerging hedge fund managers clearly and consistently outperform their more established peers, particularly in the early years after launch. Also, their performance is found to be better in times of market stress.

Proposals to explain these findings are often based on the facts that emerging managers, by their very nature, are more innovative and able to identify and monetise opportunities faster, before the opportunities become exhausted. They have unconstrained return generation capabilities; meaning that they are better able to take advantage of the broader opportunity set available due to low assets under management (AUM).

Finally, they also have the hunger premium; the pressure and motivation from launch to perform and succeed, survive and grow. They concentrate on performance above all else to retain and increase their AUM.

This last factor is a concern for SFOs seeking strong performance from their hedge fund investments in return for their onerous fee structures and terms - large and established hedge funds are currently perceived not to have to ‘hit the ball out of the park’ every year to keep their investors from redeeming, and that they survive due to their investor base.

They are seen to be more interested in management fees and thus consistent and steady, if low returns, foremost, before outright performance. Those that aren’t narrowly focused on fees tend to be either closed to further investment or have become family offices themselves. Those that have become family offices frequently invest in emerging managers and run platforms of segregate internal managers which I think is quite telling. SFOs that are not bound by the restrictions of institutional investors are ideally placed to take advantage by committing capital to these smaller, younger and more nimble funds. In return, they receive better terms, the clarity and dialogue which is crucial with hedge fund investing, and potentially a slice of the new hedge fund firm’s management company, so they participate in the potential upside growth of the fund.

All of these benefits, particularly the latter, offer SFOs a solution to the woes experienced with their hedge fund investments during the financial crisis. They have a strong potential to receive the returns that they expect and a way to minimise the risks attributed to investing in emerging managers.

The synergistic benefits don’t just stop there. The majority of SFOs can actively solicit additional investments from their network of peers, including other SFOs and wealthy investors - investors that the new hedge fund may have difficulty finding itself. This pooling of wealthy investors can quickly and easily deliver further much-needed capital to a new hedge fund early on.

In return, emerging managers can give SFOs clear insight into their strategies, and share knowledge and guidance that can be applied to the family office investments. This can include recommendations and introduction to other emerging managers that the SFO would have struggled to find on their own. Emerging managers can even go as far as recommending investment professionals for the SFOs in-house team, which can often prove to be so difficult to find due to the high importance on personal fit, and the small but very broad nature of SFO investing.

SFOs have much to gain from backing emerging hedge funds.

Edward has over 15 years of experience in the financial markets. This most recently includes time spent at BlueCrest Capital Management (a top tier European hedge fund) during their award-winning years of the financial crisis and involvement in the founding of a private single-family offices’ investment platform in Monaco. He currently happily shares his knowledge and experiences via help and guidance, consulting to single & multi-family offices, wealthy individuals, endowments and foundations.
Financial services consumer engagement specialist, The Wisdom Council (TWC), has recently acquired ClearView Family Wealth Forums from ClearView Financial Media Ltd.

ClearView Family Wealth Forums run a series of events and roundtables with ultra-high net worth (UHNW) families, typically those with over $100m assets, in the UK, GCC and Asia. As part of the acquisition, Gerald Schlagman and Mehdi Bougassa who are currently responsible for the non-US, international family wealth events at ClearView will join TWC on 7 December. They bring with them an enviable reputation for delivering high-calibre events and TWC looks forward to welcoming them to the business and building on that success.

The Wisdom Council was founded in 2013 to bring intelligent insight to financial services firms, helping them to shape their thinking on strategy, propositions and service delivery. With a focus on engagement, the experienced TWC team consults investors across the wealth spectrum and has specific expertise with UHNW individuals.

ClearView Family Wealth Forums creates an environment where UHNW family principals, next generation wealth members, single-family office executives, and private multi-family-office CIOs can talk candidly about their needs as well as discuss and find solutions to the most topical challenges they face today.

A core ethos of TWC’s business is to break down barriers by bringing together firms and their clients, deepening understanding and facilitating informed dialogue in an appropriate and often confidential manner. The acquisition of ClearView Family Wealth Forums is a natural extension of these capabilities.

Anna Lane, chief executive of The Wisdom Council, says “The acquisition represents a highly complementary extension to TWC’s business strategy, and we are very excited by the opportunity to bring our expertise to bear with Clearview’s UHNW clients – it is a huge endorsement of our existing HNW/UHNW proposition and gives us the ideal platform from which to grow the business in the wealth space both in the UK and internationally.”

Stephen Harris, chief executive at ClearView Financial Media, comments: “I’m delighted to pass this exciting business into such capable and enthusiastic hands. The Wisdom Council team will take this client-centric business to a new level, building on our previous efforts, and we at ClearView wish them every success with this acquisition.”

Ben Larter: ben@cornerstonecomms.co.uk or call 07825 880830
Richard Acworth: richard@cornerstonecomms.co.uk or call 07917 080365

About The Wisdom Council

The Wisdom Council is a customer engagement specialist, bringing intelligent insight to financial services firms and helping them to shape thinking on strategy, propositions, new product development and service delivery. We believe improved engagement with clients is critical to the future success of wealth firms and the wider industry. The Wisdom Council team has long-standing experience of working with wealth and asset managers, drawing on deep technical knowledge as well as expertise in client engagement. Anna Lane is founder and CEO of the business.
Investors and trusts holding highly appreciated stock often diversify out of some of their positions over time using outright sales and tools such as exchange funds, equity derivatives and charitable trusts.

However, for many reasons, such as contractual and securities law restrictions, tax and estate planning considerations, or strong emotional attachment and belief in the upside potential of the stock, they typically retain some portion of their stock position as a core, long-term holding that’s left unhedged and remains a major risk exposure relative to their net worth.

Holding a concentrated position for an extended period without protection is a risky proposition. According to J.P. Morgan, since 1980, approximately 320 stocks were removed from the S&P 500 due to “business distress.” According to Goldman Sachs, over the past 30 years, 25% of the stocks in the Russell 1000 (which represents about 90% of the investable U.S. equity market) suffered a permanent loss of capital (i.e., lost more than 75% of their value and did not recover to 50% of their original value within the last 30 year period as of December 2015).

And after an eight-year climb, stocks are pricey. Interest rates are rising, and the world is in turmoil. That said, investors with highly appreciated stock positions don’t wish to “relive” 2008-09 and are searching for innovative and more affordable ways to protect against a catastrophic stock loss.

Investors can use equity derivatives such as puts, collars and variable forward contracts to mitigate their downside risk, but they’re expensive and are used today mostly for short-term (i.e., tactical) protection and to generate additional income. Exchange Funds can help those who wish to diversify out of some of their stock position, but can’t protect shares an investor wishes to keep. The use of either triggers a reportable event for company insiders.

Stock Protection Funds (“Protection Funds”) are a recent innovation. They can help investors who wish to keep some of their stock position as a core, long-term holding, by allowing them to affordably preserve their unrealised gains and keep all upside potential (see CFA Institute video here).

Protection Funds wed modern portfolio theory (MPT) and risk pooling. MPT demonstrates that over time there will be a substantial dispersion in individual stock performance. Risk pooling reveals it’s possible to cost-effectively spread similar financial risk evenly amongst participants in a self-funded plan designed to protect against catastrophic loss. By integrating these principles, Protection Funds provide downside protection akin to that of at-the-money or slightly out-of-the-money put options, but at a fraction of the cost.

Investors, each owning a stock in a different industry and seeking to protect the same notional value of stock, contribute a modest amount of cash (not shares, which they can continue to own) into a fund that terminates in five years. The cash is invested solely in U.S. Treasury bonds that mature in five years, and upon termination, the cash is distributed to investors whose stocks have lost value on a total return basis.

Loses are reimbursed using until the cash pool is depleted. If the cash pool exceeds the aggregate losses (approximately a 70% probability based on extensive back-testing), all losses are eliminated, and the excess cash is returned to investors. If the aggregate losses exceed the cash pool (about a 30% probability), large losses are substantially reduced.

The backtesting results suggest the cost of such protection should be approximately 1.25% per annum. Along these lines, a Protection Fund was operated from June 1, 2006, to June 1, 2011, protecting 20 investors with stocks in different industries, each protecting the same stock value. The upfront cash contribution was 10% (2% per annum for five years) of the stock value protected.

Of the 20 stocks, 8 incurred losses (37%, 32%, 24%, 18%, 13%, 8%, 5%, and 1%). All losses were reimbursed (i.e., maximum stock loss was 0%) with the remaining cash returned to investors.

Each investor received the equivalent of 5-year “at-the-money” put option protection on their stock, with an amortized cost of 1.38% per annum. It would’ve been cost-prohibitive for these 20 investors to roll put options during the same period (i.e., throughout the Financial Crisis) to achieve at-the-money put option protection.

The shares being protected are not pledged or encumbered, and investors can continue to own their shares or can sell, gift, donate, pledge, borrow against or otherwise dispose of them at any time during the 5-year term of the Protection Fund.

Assuming company policy permits, public company executives and employees can use a Protection Fund to protect both stock and stock-linked compensation such as restricted stock units, stock appreciation rights, non-qualified stock options, incentive stock options and employee stock purchase plans, and doing so does not cause a reportable event for company insiders (although they are free to voluntarily disclose).

A Protection Fund is very tax-efficient in that it doesn’t cause a common law or statutory constructive sale, the “straddle” rules don’t apply, dividends remain taxed at the long-term capital gain rate, and the cash distribution upon termination of a Protection Fund results in the long-term capital gain or currently deductible capital loss.

The use of a Protection Fund can be cashless if funded through a margin or private banking loan against the stock position being protected; therefore, the investor’s existing asset allocation needn’t be disturbed.

In sum, Stock Protection Funds add a new and desirable dimension to the wealth structuring and portfolio construction process for investors and trusts with concentrated stock positions. Investors can continue to “chip away” at their highly appreciated positions over time using the traditional tools while using a Stock Protection Fund to cost-effectively and tax-efficiently derisk that portion of their stock position that they wish to retain as a core, long-term holding.

Thomas Boczar, CEO of Intelligent Edge Securities
Tel: 212.308.3345
E-mail tboczar@intelligent-edge.com.

Elizabeth Ostrander, Managing Director and Head of Business Development at Intelligent Edge Securities
Tel: 212.308.3343 ext 1001
E-mail eostrander@intelligent-edge.com.
The International Islamic Banking Summit Africa: Djibouti 2017 opened with more than 250 Islamic finance leaders

Held under the Patronage of the President of the Republic of Djibouti and hosted by The Central Bank of Djibouti, the International Islamic Banking Summit Africa 2017 convened global industry leaders to boost economic development and facilitate more significant trade and investment flow between Africa, the OIC markets and beyond through Islamic finance.

Wednesday 8th November 2017, DJIBOUTI: The Islamic finance industry offers several key value propositions to markets in Africa as government agencies, international Islamic financial institutions, as well as emerging local players and central banks, seek to tap into the opportunities that will drive strategic economic development priorities on the continent.

The International Islamic Banking Summit Africa, held at the Kempinski Palace Djibouti, discussed topics focused on the opportunities provided by Shariah compliant financing under the theme: “Unlocking the Economic & Strategic Potential of Islamic Finance in Africa” with a special focus on the role that Islamic finance can play in boosting trade & investment, enhancing financial inclusion through innovation, and harnessing Sukuk for infrastructure finance in key markets across Africa. The Summit was attended by more than 250 industry leaders representing over 75 international organizations and featured a powerful line-up international speakers and industry thought leaders.

The opening keynote session was followed by a Special Presidential Plenary Address from H.E. Ismail Omar Guelleh, President of the Republic of Djibouti and Head of Government, who reaffirmed Djibouti’s commitment to the successful development of Islamic finance in the region and outlined some exciting new initiatives.

Addressing the media assembled at the Summit, H.E. Ahmad Osman said that: “Islamic finance continues to offer significant potential to African countries who are looking to diversify their sources of funding and deliver strategic economic priorities. This potential is being realised most notably through Sukuk issuances which are enabling infrastructure development on the continent, as well as in the role Islamic banking is playing in boosting international trade & investment flows and deepening financial inclusion. Djibouti is naturally positioned as a gateway for the high-growth markets of East Africa, and we are working to build an Islamic finance environment that is even more operational, structured, and efficient. With our recent implementation of a National Shariah Board and progress being made on the road to our first Sukuk, Djibouti is positioning Islamic finance as an important strategic pillar to achieve our goals as outlined in Vision 2035 with a strong focus on modernizing financial infrastructure, strengthening financial inclusion, streamlining the legal and regulatory framework and exploring the potential for innovations such as launching a digital currency.”

Building on how Islamic finance is already positively impacting markets on the continent such as Kenya, Paul Muthaura, CEO of the Capital Markets Authority of Kenya noted that: "The global Islamic finance industry is expected to reach an overall value of USD 3.54 trillion by 2021, a remarkable 77% growth when compared to 2015. This anticipated rapid development of Islamic finance on the global stage is to a degree, being mirrored across Africa. In Kenya, this is exemplified by the support that the country’s financial sector regulators have given to the on-going policy and regulatory reforms aimed at enhancing the penetration of Islamic finance, with the country now getting increasingly well positioned to become a hub for Islamic finance.

Kenya’s Islamic finance sector now constitutes three fully-fledged Islamic Banks, four Islamic windows, two credit unions, one Takaful company, one Takaful broker, one Retakaf window and two capital market Unit Trust Funds. Through such developments, Africa’s Islamic finance market continues to witness extensive growth and, with a robust and facilitative environment, Africa is creating a real opportunity to attract investment and capital inflows through Islamic finance, locally, and internationally.”

The special address was immediately followed by the second major keynote session, which featured leading international industry figures, Hassan Jarrar, the CEO of BahrainIslamic Bank; and Uwaiz Jassat, Head of ABSA Islamic Banking, who provided industry insights into how Islamic finance can better connect the economies of Africa to each other and to the Gulf, the broader OIC and beyond from the perspective of boosting investment and innovation.

Another major highlight of the International Islamic Banking Summit Africa 2017 was the Leader’s Dialogue Live! Interview session which was a unique opportunity to gain a fresh perspective and first-hand insights into what we can expect from the Islamic finance industry going forward. The live interview session featured renowned industry leader and global Islamic banker, Hassan Jarrar, CEO of BahrainIslamic Bank, who stressed the importance of innovation and the potential for Sukuk:

“Sukuk has become an important instrument in the international financial markets, and it is exciting to see the recent surge in Sukuk issuance in key markets across Africa. This provides global investors with the opportunity to be involved in high-impact projects that not only promote social and economic development across Africa but also generate economic returns for investors. By innovating the range and scope of financial products, Islamic finance is helping to broaden financial access and will also provide greater access to liquidity pools across the Middle East which will result in rising economic and social development in Africa. Bahrain Islamic Bank is at the forefront of developing innovative Islamic financing and investment products, supported by superior retail and corporate banking services.”

This high-profile session was moderated by William Mullally, Editor of Islamic Business & Finance (CPI Financial, Dubai).

The International Islamic Banking Summit Africa 2017 also highlighted global innovations in the industry. Key technology opportunities and IT trends in Islamic banking were the focus of a cutting-edge session featuring Mohammed Magdy Aref, manager-pre-sales engagement of Global Financial Solutions at ITS.

Day 2 of the International Islamic Banking Summit Africa 2017 continues on the 9th of November and follows a practical masterclass format focused on the practicalities of Sukuk in Africa, which will be led by leading Islamic finance specialist Brian Kettell, former advisor to the CEO of ICD of the Islamic Development Bank. An additional interactive workshop session on day 2 of the Summit will address how Sukuk can play a more effective role in infrastructure financing as well as support SME development in Africa, which will be jointly led by Ismail Adan Idle, the CEO of Al Amanah Consultancy, and Prof. Luqman Abdi Ahmed, Senior Advisor & Consultant at Al Amanah Consultancy.

The International Islamic Banking Summit Africa 2017 is created in collaboration between the Central Bank of Djibouti and Ethico Live!

Ethico Live Limited is a UK registered company with its corporate headquarters at 110 Queen Street, Glasgow G1 3BX, UK.

For further details, please contact: Sanay Lalwani Marketing & Media: International Islamic Banking Summit Africa sanaylalwani@ethicolive.com Contact No +91 9124 428 279/6/5 http://www.ethicolive.com/events/islamicbankingdjibouti/
The Challenge: Planning extraordinary trips for the ultra-wealthy

If you’re responsible for planning for a demanding and seasoned traveller or family, you’ve probably seen the following trends reshaping their expectations and raising the stakes for you.

Transformative Experiences
Luxury travel has typically been geared towards pleasure and rejuvenation. But as Vogue magazine predicted in a 2017 travel trends report: “Transformational travel is the next evolution… It’s travel motivated and defined by a shift in perspective, self-reflection and development, and a deeper communion with nature and culture.”

Extreme customisation
UHNW travellers want their trips highly customised. But not every travel service has the expertise, creativity, resources, and enacting standards to deliver.

Travel Technology and Solutions noted in its 2017 trends analysis: “There is one thing that technology is still very poor at, and that is the personalised human touch which can enhance travelling.”

Unfettered access
Today’s elite craves access to rarely visited places. “Travellers want to live personalised, out-of-the-ordinary experiences with a wide variety of activities that reflect local cultures and lifestyles,” states branding agency Origin. But this demands a wealth of local knowledge and contacts.

Impeccable execution
Elite travellers insist that everything runs flawlessly. “At its most basic, travel for the super-rich means never having to deal with the petty and not so petty annoyances,” points out Condé Nast Traveller.

Accounting for all this means that anyone—no matter how experienced—can get overwhelmed planning travel at this level.

Traditional Travel Planning Options: How do they measure up?

Most personal assistants and family offices plan trips through one of these options:

- **DIY online tools**
- **Travel agents and tour operators**
- **Corporate travel departments**
- **Concierge services**
- **Special-interest tour operators**

But how well do these services work for today’s elite travel planners?

**DIY online tools**

Pros: The Internet is available 24/7, and a simple web search can yield seemingly limitless possibilities.

Cons: Running web searches can be incredibly time-consuming. Contradictory, dated or incorrect information may come up. The Internet is particularly poor for researching remote destinations without existing tourism infrastructure or a developed online culture.

**Travel agents and tour operators**

Pros: These professionals save time for clients by planning itineraries and making bookings, with elements of customisation.

Cons: Traditional high-end agents simply retail pre-existing products from a list of approved vendors. But these packages are too generic to excite any elite traveller. And a conventional travel agent’s knowledge is never specific enough to tailor the rare and insider experiences that the ultra-wealthy crave.

**Corporate travel departments**

Pros: These on-staff bookers are experienced in arranging flights, hotels, ground travel and classic business leisure such as spa treatments and golf. They may be familiar enough with an elite traveller to arrange details such as special diets and seating preferences.

Cons: They know how to secure the best seats in business class, but do they know anyone in a village in India who can arrange for the client to be a guest at a colourful Hindu wedding? Or can they set up afternoon tea with Archbishop Desmond Tutu? The Internet is their biggest resource for researching anything out of the ordinary, and we’ve already seen the limits of that approach.

**Concierge services**

Pros: With their insider knowledge and high-level lifestyle management capabilities, concierge services can cater to the ultra-wealthy traveller’s desires on a trip. The most high-end concierge companies will be exclusively available to their client and extremely familiar with their needs.

Cons: The definition of a concierge is someone who can arrange third-party services on behalf of a client. While a concierge may have contacts for renting luxury villas and private jets, they often outsource to larger chains. Beyond travel, many concierges take care of other services so they lack the laser-focus on travel that is required.

**Special-interest tour operators**

Pros: These offer travel experiences for specific interests, such as cycling or gastronomy, or in specific destinations, like Mexico or Tuscany. They devote substantial time and care to plan and create itineraries beyond industry-standard offerings.

Cons: While special-interest tour operators can create excellent experiences, they rarely approach the extraordinary. They often focus on one type of activity, which limits their capacity to create a full and rounded experience with consistently top-tier standards. Using these traditional methods, how could a client possibly know that their jungle destination was surpassed in natural beauty by a lesser-known Eden on another continent? How could they know that by moving their booking just two days, they’d witness a once-in-a-decade ceremony in a remote Arctic village? How could they know a bird thought to be extinct had just been spotted nesting at the lodge 5 miles away from the one they chose?

A Better Option: Bespoke Travel Advisors

A bespoke travel advisor serves as a specialised PA to guide the client through the world of travel. They can suggest an unimaginable range of possibilities, assess the risks and rewards of any destination and work tirelessly to increase comfort and enjoyment of the final selection.

Instead of selling a package a bespoke travel advisor commits to a longer-term relationship, so they are there in the wings—or on the ground at the destination—during each journey, making sure everything is extraordinary.

What to Look for in a Bespoke Travel Advisor

To succeed in creating the experience of a lifetime, a bespoke travel advisor should offer a proven track record in these four criteria:

1. **Extreme customisation**
2. **An extensive network of contacts and local knowledge**
3. **Exceptional service**
4. **A proven track record working with UHNW clients**

Brown + Hudson conceived something more: Bespoke 2.0. Brown + Hudson provide the highest possible quality of travel experience, as organic and ever-changing as each traveller. They employ in-country guides, docents, fixers and experts smart enough to throw out
the rule book and knowledgeable enough to turn on a dime to satisfy their client’s evolving needs.

The company’s elite travel planners take the time to learn the client’s deepest needs, challenge the client to think bigger, and explore options they would otherwise never imagine.

2. An extensive network of contacts and local knowledge

Bespoke Travel Advisors have friends in high, low and remote places worldwide. If a client wants to explore uncharted territory? Their advisors are ready to pack a bag, grab a GPS, and scout a location in person. For example, the time clients asked Brown + Hudson to find a tepui (table-top mountain) that had never been summited. After finding the perfect peak, they went one step further: arranging for them to climb to the summit with a team of biological researchers to collect samples of the unique fauna that had evolved there for centuries.

3. Exceptional service from start to finish

By only working with the top 0.1%, these few truly bespoke travel advisors deliver a different level of service. Even after spending a minimum of 90 hours crafting a trip to the exacting needs of the client, they recognise that those needs can change. Dedicated advisors are on hand 24/7 to make any adjustments requested by the client as the trip unfolds.

4. A proven track record of working with Ultra High Net Worth clients

Brown + Hudson founder, Philippe Brown, understands the world of UHNW clients from direct experience. He and his team of advisors are well-versed in security protocol, the essential role of the PA, and the finer details of private jet travel. They can turn big ideas into once-in-a-lifetime experiences. Here are just a few examples:

- Biking through the desert: Brown + Hudson arranged for a client to bike through the Gobi Desert on a Harley Davidson. They stayed in a traditional nomadic ger (yurt) camp, custom-built with en-suite bathrooms, plush camel-hair blankets and aromatherapy.

- Diving in a submarine: On a trip in Borneo, every comfort the client requested was provided in their lodge by the Kinabatangan River, from hypo-allergenic pillows, to their favourite scotch. Then the client travelled to the Semporna Archipelago where they dove in a submarine brought in from the Philippines to see the rich marine diversity.

- Meeting an isolated tribe: When a client travelling in the Amazon Rainforest wanted to meet a remote native community, Brown + Hudson enlisted their contacts to reach the top echelons of the Brazilian government and gain the necessary permits. They then sent an advance party to meet with elders and win their approval for the visit. A dirt airstrip was built and several abandoned thatched homes were transformed into a luxurious camp.

Conclusions

Today’s ultra-wealthy travellers seek life-changing travel experiences, extreme customisation, unfettered access, and impeccable execution. Traditional travel planning services have shortcomings that can compromise an elite traveller’s experience. An ideal travel partner must offer four key prerequisites: extreme tailoring, an extensive network of contacts and local knowledge, exceptional service from start to finish, and a track record of working with UHNW clients. Fortunately, there is one bespoke travel advisor that meets all these criteria: Brown + Hudson.

SOURCES:


EXECUTIVE PROTECTION
AN INTELLIGENT APPROACH

There is a lot more on offer; our own business has had to adapt. Family Offices and Clients know what they need and what they want, and that is a ‘service’. Many firms in the world of Close Protection have forgotten that they are supplying a service - sure, it’s a high-risk service, very dynamic, but a service none the less and Clients expect to have value for money.

Alex Bomberg, Group CEO of Intelligent Protection International, said recently - “Sadly, there are still a few Family Office professionals who just pay lip-service to the security of their Clients. Complacency is fine, but only once regarding the security of High Net Worth’s and Royalty.”

Compromise should not be an option, a high-level of service can be reached while maintaining a personal level of service, unobtrusive and seamless.

The Kim Kardashian effect

“Did you learn from Kim?” some did.

The robbery and attack in Paris on Kim Kardashian in early October 2016, saw many UHNWI’s and Family Offices reviewing what Personal Security they had in place.

Many personal security details are, after time, not fit for purpose. Team members get older, complacent, un-fit, their skills fade, and they lose touch with modern threats like managing Social Media and overlaps with ‘Brand Protection’ and ‘Reputational Management’.

“Just because a solution was right five years ago, that does not mean that the same solution is right for today.”

One guy might have been right for Kim before she rose to such fame, but the right advice, if ever given, was never acted on and her Personal Security was compromised in such a devastating way.

Intelligence-led Protection

With security operations being far more dynamic than ever, intelligence is becoming a more and more important tool. An up-to-date analysis feed to a team on the ground makes all the difference to a slick, well-oiled operation; be it traffic, weather information, news of a planned public demonstration or indeed a terrorist incident, these issues all have a knock-on effect to the Client and his or her movements.

Terrorism on the rise

Global terrorism saw a 650% rise in the number of attacks 2015 according to the 2016 report on Global Terrorism Index, managed by the Institute for Economics and Peace. The same report said that the “global economic impact of terrorism amounted to $89.6 billion in 2015”.

It was the ‘developed’ world that saw the biggest rises, and that is driving the change in how Executive Protection is provided and the need for intelligence-led protection.

Mitigation and risk management is the key to managing the threats of terrorism. The types of attacks we have seen in Europe often involve no firearms or knives, but, in fact, saw vehicles being the weapon of choice, resulting in attacks often carried out by extremists off the intelligence radar. The only defence to an Executive Protection Team, aside from intelligence, is slick team drills and the experience to be fluid, manage change and react as one to keep the Client safe.

Facilitation, the art of soft skills

The UHNW Client demands a lot of his or her staff, Clients rely on staff close to them being able to facilitate tables in restaurants, theatre boxes, boats or indeed private aircraft and the key to this is often relationships being built up over a period and also the art of soft skills, encapsulating inter-personal skills, charisma and great communication.

Soft skills are a component that’s frequently missing from the protection professional’s armoury. Having this capability to engage in conversation about current affairs with the Client and indeed having the ability to diffuse situations is a highly sought-after skill set in this specialist sector. According to Deloitte’s 2016 Global Human Capital Trends Report, a huge 92% rated soft skills as a critical priority, and if you can master the three-following critical soft skills, you’ll be on the road to success in any business - EP is no exception.

Problem Solving

Emotion Control

Purpose

A final thought - the EP Operative offers more than protection and peace of mind for someone’s personal safety, they are artists in facilitation, an extension of the Client’s staff if you will, after all, our business is personal.

George R. Foster is a member of ASIS International and The International Institute for Strategic Studies. He is also Group Managing Director of UK and French-based company, Intelligent Protection International Limited.
Automobili Lamborghini has delivered a new Huracán Polizia, the police version of its Huracán super sports car, to the Italian Highway Patrol in Rome. The keys were handed over to Interior Minister, Senator Marco Minniti, at the Viminale building by Stefano Domenicali, Chairman & Chief Executive Officer of Automobili Lamborghini. Also attending the ceremony was Chief of Police and General Director of Public Safety Franco Gabrielli.

The Huracán of the Italian Police is to be assigned to the Highway Patrol in Bologna. It will be used both in normal police operations and for the urgent transport of blood and organs. Another Huracán has been operated by the Highway Patrol in Rome since 2015. The ceremony also provided an occasion to hand over to Rome police the 2009 Gallardo Polizia from the Lamborghini Museum in Sant’Agata Bolognese. The car will be on permanent display at the Highway Patrol Auto Museum in Rome.

High-tech equipment
The Huracán Polizia is used in highway patrol service, and for first aid and emergency medical transport. It sports the official colors of the Italian Police (Police Medium Blue), with the white areas and lettering specially executed to match the Huracán’s dynamic look. The livery is completed by a stripe divided into the three colors of the Italian flag, which runs along both sides of the vehicle.

As is true for all Lamborghini cars, the Huracán Polizia is equipped with P Zero Pirelli tires, but their sidewalls are tinted in Police Medium Blue and were specially created for the occasion.

These systems are used to document police operations on the road.
Montenegro and Croatia is less about artefacts in white-washed museums and more about exploring ancient ruins in historical context out in the open summer air. There are far more sandy beaches on offer too and for hotter, more stable weather lasting longer into the year, the Eastern Mediterranean cannot be beaten. Visibility in the water reaches as far down as 50m/164ft and the conditions are perfect for snorkelling. Divers too will be spoiled for choice with a number of shallow shipwrecks and tunnels to delve surrounded by vibrant flora and fauna. The Dalmatian Islands are filled with dive sites, and if you charter a yacht with PADI Dive Centre certification, everyone from seasoned experts to complete beginners can see the beauty beneath the waves and get up close to the friendly wildlife.

Croatia is a diner’s delight, filling plates with fresh seafood from diverse seabeds, unique cultural recipes and full-bodied wines that contribute to the success of any corporate yacht charter or family holiday. Visit just before or after the height of the July-August summer season, and your party can catch all the best summer weather along with a bargain price on a superyacht.

Party lovers won’t feel left out in Croatia: The Ultra Europe music festival takes place mid-July in Split, and beach parties and clubs come alive throughout the summer months. There’s also endless opportunity to create your own private party with luxury yachts designed with dance floors and top of the range audio-visual equipment to carry the beat into the early hours. Move your party onto the silky sands with barbeque grills and beach games adding to the mix to entertain night after night.

Whether sailing or cruising, the capital city of Dubrovnik is an excellent embarkation point and international flights will take you within half an hour from the marina where your charter yacht awaits. Wander through fantasy and reality in Dubrovnik: See the streets that became the King’s Landing film set for the Game of Thrones TV series and discover the true medieval history of these narrow cobblestone lanes. The old city is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and worthy of a day in itself before you head off to the Dalmatian Islands or explore the rest of the mainland’s winding chalky-white coast. Kayak in the harbour, along the walls of the Old Town and snorkel in the shallows for a well-paced day to begin your holiday fun.

From Dubrovnik, make your way up through the Dalmatian islands starting in the picturesque town of Korčula. Your captain will direct you to the area hot spots and hideaways for a heady mix of local culture and relaxation among the best sights the destination has to offer. Korčula is an excellent place for snorkelers and beginner divers to make use of any equipment on board their luxury yacht because of the incredible contrast in wildlife only a few metres just under the surface. Octopi and nudibranchs can be found hiding among the coral and gorgonians, providing amazing sights for divers with little experience.

Head up to Hvar and discover Croatia’s party capital where there are plenty of bars and clubs to fill your luxury charter holiday if you intend to stay close to one place. A little research beforehand will help you find the best places for quality, service and price for a night of fun that can be followed up with a spa session either on your superyacht or within the town. The bars of the evening become lunchtime cafes with a creative variety of coffees and meals for travellers to fill up on before moving on to the next activity.

Hvar is not only a place to party and the sheltered blue lagoons, and fine sand beaches are waiting to be discovered - as is the island’s unique history told through its architecture, arts and crafts.

Dolphins are known to swim through the straits near the Adriatic Sea, and at Bol on Brač Island you are quite likely to see them playing in the harbour. Join them with your snorkelling or diving gear, or head off to find your own quiet beach and spend the afternoon trying out your tender garage filled with water toys followed by a snooze in the sun.

Re-join the mainland north of the islands at Trogir or Split and complete your holiday in one final UNESCO World Heritage Site. At the centre of Trogir is the Cathedral of St. Lawrence which has survived several centuries through sackings and demolition to become a record of the successive architectural styles that construct Trogir. Diocletian’s Palace in Split is a complete example of a Roman emperor’s palace in the world and one of the best-preserved sites in Croatia. Game of Thrones fans might recognise some of the wings from the TV show and the true stories of what took place there are almost as lascivious as the film fantasy.

Split and Trogir are only half an hour away from each other, and the nearby awe-inspiring Krika Falls will leave nature lovers, photographers and artists breathless. Stroll through the markets and get a taste of daily life in a town surrounded by a blend of past and present.

However you choose to spend your time in Croatia, a superyacht charter has an attentive crew and all the private facilities to make your getaway break a success all on its own, but the friendly locals, dramatic, unspoilt scenery and densely packed attractions both ancient and modern bring together all the elements for an unforgettable adventure.

Written by Rachael Steele/CharterWorld
www.charterworld.com
FROM BALANCING PEAS, MANEUVERING AIRPLANE TROLLEYS AND LEARNING HOW TO WORK WITH NEW MEMBERS OF STAFF

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF DOMESTIC STAFF, TRAINING IS NEVER BORING!

At a high-end hotel in Central London, a group of students nervously paces around, eagerly waiting for the results of their final exams to come in. Only several hours ago they completed an intense, three-day Silver Service training course which was concluded by a nerve-wrecking assessment: providing the full table setting and service of a group of 8 high-end business people for a formal lunch, whilst their Silver Service trainer meticulously followed their every move, making notes as they went along.

A plate wrongly set? The distance between the knife and the glass too far? Or perhaps food served from the wrong side? These is no escaping - all the skills, rules and regulations they have gone over between the knife and the glass during the course. Try plating up bouncy peas, slippery buttered asparagus and a delicately constructed Mille Feuille dessert while maintaining composure and balance!

Meanwhile, in a large private estate in Berkshire two of the resident housekeepers are walking around with notebooks in their hand, following their Housekeeper Trainer for the next couple of days. The trainer arrived first thing this morning and immediately started going through the property with them, helping in establishing a list of tasks, and setting up a structure from there.

The second part of the training will be spent focusing on teamwork, helping each other instead of being in each other’s way, and complementing each other’s skills, strengths, and balancing out weaknesses. One of the two ladies has been working for this family for more than ten years and has recently been joined by a second housekeeper, as the family moved into a larger property in the countryside. Even with all her experience, hard work and dedicated, the main housekeeper is first not experienced working in a team sharing the role, and second not used to having to stay on top of all the housekeeping in a significantly larger property.

Having a trainer access the situation is a win-win for both the housekeepers and the principals: the housekeepers’ daily role will become significantly easier now there will be a structure in place, as well as an understanding of how to, efficiently, work together. While the principals will not have to go through the stressful situation of looking for new staff as they love and trust their current housekeepers who will be up to scratch, able to fully manage and keep up their precious new home.

Then there is the corporate training room that has been cleared out for the next two days, and lines of coloured tape on the floor mark the measurements of the inside of a private jet. The members of a Saudi private airline have come over to fine tune and upgrade their service style for the jet owners and guests of the planes. Trolleys are in place, and the students are doing their best to manoeuvre drinks and food in the confined space of the isle. The whole room breaks out into laughter when one student trips over her united shoelaces, and in her stumble manages to push the trolley through the room, knocking down the seat that would have been the captains.

Back to the London hotel lobby where students one by one are being called in to receive feedback on their writing, as well as their practical assignment to conclude their hard work and study. Thirty minutes later a clearly proud trainer welcomes all the students back in the room - which is quickly filled with people beaming with pride and big smiles on their faces. Smiles of pride, for their newly acclaimed certificate, but also of excitement and hope of what doors these new found experiences and the newly passed qualification, can open. Not to forget the exciting roles that will be available for them.

As a final task, all students are asked to set up trays with glasses of champagne to cheer to their accomplishments. The trainer, forever in his role, can’t resist and quickly steps in to adjust the spacing between the champagne flutes on one of the serving trays a student is displaying. The other students quickly pick up on the correction by checking and adjusting their trays accordingly. A great final lesson for them to finish the day, that although they might have passed their tests, and they have their certification in hand, the learning truly will never stop.

Training and continuing education for candidates of all backgrounds is a valued aspect of career development. Would you like to know more about the training opportunities, both group classes and private training opportunities? Polo & Tweed welcome students from around the world, and they run classes in the United Kingdom and send their trainers around the world. Polo & Tweed, raising the bar in training. www.poloandtweed.com
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